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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation three studies are presented, all of which incorporated 
metabolomics as part of their experimental methods. The first study is a loss of function 
study focused on examining E. coli ΔfabH and ΔfabF single and double mutants. 
Metabolomics studies of ΔfabH β-Ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthases (KAS) III (KASIII) 
assisted in the development of the hypothesis that fabF (KASII) is involved in the survival of ΔfabH 
E. coli cells. This hypothesis was tested by generating and evaluating ΔfabF/ ΔfabH  double mutants. 
Characterization of the ΔfabF/ ΔfabH double mutant revealed that the fabB gene (KASI) is able to 
support E. coli cell growth as the sole KAS enzyme present in this strain. Additionally it was 
determined that fabF is required for the hyper-accumulation of cis-vaccenic acid observed in ΔfabH 
mutants. 
The second study focused on a functional genomics effort to develop a gene-function 
annotation method based on metabolomics and NMR ligand binding assays. This study had 
mixed results. The metabolomics effort in this study was met with great technical hurdles. 
Only in a single case (MA3250) was metabolomics useful in annotating a gene’s functions. 
While the NMR substrate binding assays were able to provide useful data for more accurate 
gene functional annotations in more than 10% of the genes examined. 
 The third study presented was an in depth study of the biotin network of Methanosarcina 
acetivorans, where metabolic changes associated with the presence and absence of biotin in 
Methanosarcina acetivorans cultures was investigated. In this study metabolomics studies 
were able to detect metabolic changes that were associated with the presents or absence of 
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biotin. Additionally it was revealed that M. acetivorans does not require biotin or any 
detectable biotinylated protein to survive and maintain growth.  
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CHAPTER I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
From time of the sequencing of the first complete genome in 1995 (Fleischmann et al., 
1995) to the present, sequencing efforts have yielded the sequences of approximately 22,800 
genomes, from 16,500 organisms, representing 349 million genes and genomic features (CoGe, 
2014).   As the number of sequenced genomes has grown, the observation remains that a 
significant proportion (as high as 70% in some cases) of prokaryotic, archaeal, and eukaryotic 
genes have unknown functions. For example, among all archaea ~33% of the genes sequenced 
were recently labeled as genes of unknown function (Yelton et al., 2011). The persistent lack of 
annotations represents significant gap in our understanding of biology and biochemistry.  
Metabolomics is a functional genomics tool that has emerged as a valuable method of 
resolving gene functional annotations. Metabolomics is the science of identifying and measuring 
the pool of metabolites that represents the chemical composition of a biological sample, termed 
the metabolome. Although metabolomics is a relatively new field in biology (Fiehn et al., 2000; 
Hall et al., 2002), metabolomic analysis has increasing examples of being successfully employed 
to determine the metabolic functionality of genes (Hirai et al., 2005; Brauer et al., 2006; Liang et 
al., 2006; Schauer and Fernie, 2006; Hegeman et al., 2007; Swanepoel and Loots, 2014).  Our 
main analytical approach utilized targeted and non-targeted metabolomic analysis of small 
molecules (<600 Da) by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis. GC-MS 
allows for compounds to be identified based on retention times in the chromatography, indexed 
relative to a series of hydrocarbon standards, the m/z value of the molecular ion for each 
metabolite, and matching the MS-fragmentation pattern of each to existing MS-databases. The 
identification of metabolites is a significant hurdle in metabolomics (de Jong and Beecher, 
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2012). Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) and other 
high mass accuracy instruments are valuable for metabolite detection and identification. The 
advantage of this technique is determining high mass resolution and accuracy, which allows for 
empirical formula determination from molecular ions and is useful in determining the identity of 
unknown compounds. Isotope labeling studies can even more accurately determine empirical 
formulae, >85% of metabolites to a single empirical formula using 
13
C and 
15
N (Hegeman et al., 
2007; de Jong and Beecher, 2012). Metabolomics can be used for analyzing the functionality of 
genes, specifically by applying the technology to gain of function and loss of function genetic 
mutants.  Additionally, metabolomics can be used to explore metabolic diversity of different 
accessions/strains, tissues, and cell types of an organism. Once the metabolic diversity has been 
described, the genetic-basis for the metabolic and/or phenotypic differences can be elucidated 
using other omics technologies such genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics.  In both 
strategies, the genetic and metabolomic data can be mapped to known and putative metabolic 
pathways to identify the functionality of specific genes and alleles (Förster et al., 2002; Schauer 
and Fernie, 2006; Swanepoel and Loots, 2014).  
In this dissertation three studies are presented, all of which incorporated metabolomics as 
part of their experimental methods. The first study is a loss of function study focused on 
examining E. coli ΔfabH and ΔfabF single and double mutants. The second study is a functional 
genomics effort to develop a gene-function annotation method. This method relied on 
metabolomics and NMR ligand binding assays to assign function to genes from Methanosarcina 
acetivorans. The third study presented is an in depth study of the biotin network of 
Methanosarcina acetivorans, where metabolic changes associated with the presence and absence 
of biotin in Methanosarcina acetivorans cultures were investigated. 
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Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is composed of five chapters and one appendix. The first chapter is a 
general introduction presenting brief introduction to metabolomics. The purpose of this chapter 
is to describe the common approach used in the next three chapters. 
The second chapter is a manuscript to be submitted to Journal of Bacteriology. In this chapter, 
the growth and metabolic consequences of KASII and KASIII single and double mutants in E. 
coli are presented. The third chapter describes a functional genomics effort to develop a gene 
function annotation method. This method relied on metabolomics and NMR ligand binding 
assays to assign function to genes from Methanosarcina acetivorans. The fourth chapter is a 
manuscript to be submitted to Journal of Bacteriology. In this chapter, the growth and metabolic 
consequences of the presence and absence of the vitamin biotin are described. The final chapter 
is a brief general conclusion concerning the studies outlined in chapters two through four. The 
last section is an appendix that contains the metabolomics results from the study in chapter three.  
I was primarily responsible for conducting all of the experiments in chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 
were part of collaboration between groups at Iowa State University and the University of 
Maryland. I was responsible metabolite analysis and genetic complementation studies in chapter 
3, while in chapter 4, I was primarily responsible for conducting the molecular biology and 
biochemical characterization of M. acetivorans cultures in the presences and absents of biotin (I 
was not responsible for NMR experiments). 
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ABSTRACT 
3-Ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase III catalyzes the first carbon-carbon bond-
forming reaction (Claisen condensation) of type II fatty acid synthesis systems in bacteria and 
plant plastids. In E. coli, KASIII is encoded by the fabH gene.  FabH deletion mutants were 
originally thought to be lethal but more recent work has shown that ΔfabH mutants are viable. 
Fatty acid profiling of ΔfabH mutants showed they display cis-vaccenic acid hyper-accumulation 
chemotype. In this study we recovered a ΔfabF/ΔfabH double deletion mutant that was viable on 
both complete and minimal mediums. We also demonstrated that fabF (KASII) is required for 
the cis-vaccenic acid hyper-accumulation chemotype displayed by ΔfabH cells. Here we propose 
that ΔfabH deletion mutant cells compensate for the loss of KASIII activity by fabB (or fabF) 
initiating fatty acid synthesis in the absence of an acetoacetyl-ACP primer via a side reaction 
involving malonyl-ACP decarboxylase activity and the elongation of the available substrate 
acetyl-ACP to form the required acetoacetyl-ACP, there by forming a fabH bypass pathway. 
Also, we demonstrated for the first time in E. coli, in vivo data showing that fabB is able to 
support growth as the sole KAS enzyme present in E. coli. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Three biochemically and genetically distinct β-Ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein (ACP) 
synthases (KAS) exist in E. coli: KASI, KASII, and KASIII, that are encoded by the genes fabB, 
fabF, and fabH, respectively. KASIII catalyzes the first elongation reaction (Claisen 
condensation) of type II fatty acid synthesis systems in bacteria (Fig. 1) and plant plastids. 
KASIII enzymes differ from KASI and KASII enzymes by using a coenzyme A (CoA) bound 
acetyl group as a primer in place of the acyl-ACP molecules used by both KASI and KASII 
enzymes in E. coli.  The fabH gene, encoding the sole copy of KASIII found in E. coli, was 
originally thought to be an essential gene and fabH deletion mutants made in the K-12 UB1005 
(F
- metB1 relA1 spoT1 gyrA216 λrλ-) derived strains were found not to be viable (Lai and 
Cronan, 2003).  Because KASIII enzymes are part of type II fatty acid synthesis systems found 
in bacteria, they have been extensively studied as a potential antibacterial drug targets (Heath 
and Rock, 2004; Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012; Ramamoorthy et al., 2013; 
Zhou et al., 2013). However, ΔfabH deletion mutants were generated in the K-12 BW25113 (F- 
Δ(araD-araB)567 ΔlacZ4787(::rrnB-3) rph-1 Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568 hsdR514 λ-) background E. coli 
and are viable and available in the Keio collection of mutants (Baba et al., 2006; Baba and Mori, 
2008). FabH deletion mutants made in the UB1005 derived strains were reevaluated and it was 
shown that the lethality found in these FabH mutants was caused by a background effect. The 
UB1005 strain carries the spoT1 mutant allele and it was determined that ΔspoT and ΔfabH are 
synthetically lethal (Battesti and Bouveret, 2006, 2009; Yao et al., 2012). SpoT protein interacts 
directly with ACP molecules and initiates a stringent response during fatty acid starvation 
(Battesti and Bouveret, 2006, 2009). A ΔfabH E. coli mutant in the BW25113 background was 
investigated and it was revealed that the fabH gene is required for proper regulation of cell size. 
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ΔfabH cells not only were shorter in length but also were uniquely smaller in measured cell 
width and had a remarkable 70% reduction in cell volume with respect to wild type cell width 
(Yao et al., 2012). 
3-Ketoacyl-acyl carrier II or KASII is another family of KAS genes found in E. coli.  
KASII in E. coli is encoded by the fabF gene. The substrate specificity of fabF differs from that 
of E. coli KASIII and KASI in that it is known to have a preference towards the elongation of 
C16:1 acyl-ACP to C18:1 acyl-ACP (Fig. 1). FabF plays a role in the regulation of membrane 
fluidity by altering the amount of the unsaturated fatty acid, cis-vaccenic acid (C18:1 Δ11) that is 
synthesized. The cis-vaccenic acid becomes incorporated in membrane phospholipids, which 
leads to increased membrane fluidity. E. coli express fabF in a temperature dependent manner, 
with increased fabF activity observed at lower temperatures (Garwin et al., 1980; de Mendoza et 
al., 1983; Ulrich et al., 1983; Oh-hashi and Okuyama, 1986). Although fabF is required to 
maintain proper membrane fluidity, fabF is not an essential gene in E. coli (Garwin et al., 1980). 
KASI differs from the KASIII and KASII enzymes by possessing the ability to accept a 
broader array of substrates, ranging from short chain acyl-APCs to long chain acyl-ACPs (Fig. 
1). KASI is encoded by the fabB gene in E. coli and is able to catalyze condensation reactions to 
elongate acyl chains up to 18 carbons in length. FabB is an essential gene and is required for the 
elongation of medium-chain unsaturated acyl-ACP (C10:1-C14:1)(Garwin et al., 1980; 
Jackowski and Rock, 1987; Magnuson et al., 1993). In addition to catalyzing condensation 
reactions, both KASI and KASII enzymes are known to have malonyl-ACP decarboxylase 
activity that leads to the formation of acetyl-ACP (Alberts et al., 1972). FabB also has an 
interesting role in biotin biosynthesis where the KASI enzyme catalyzes the elongation of 3-
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ketoglutaryl-ACP-methyl-ester to pimeloyl-ACP-methyl-ester as part of the biotin biosynthesis 
pathway (Lin et al., 2010; Cronan and Lin, 2011). 
Studying fabH mutants was of particular interest, as fabH was originally thought to be an 
essential gene and ΔfabH deletion mutants were surprisingly generated in E. coli and are 
available in the Keio collection of mutants. These ΔfabH deletion mutants provide an attractive 
opportunity to investigate the metabolic consequences of removing the KASIII from E. coli. 
Understanding the metabolic effects of the ΔfabH deletion could elucidate how the cells 
overcome the mutation as well as provide chemotypic evidence that may be related to observable 
phenotypes. ΔfabH deletion mutants also provided a tool to study how the remaining KAS 
enzymes function in the absence of a KASIII in E. coli. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Development and confirmation of KAS mutant strains  
The ΔfabH (JW1077) single mutant was obtained from the Keio mutant collection (Baba 
et al., 2006). PCR was conducted with primers for detection of fabH genes to detect any full 
length fabH genes sequences with GoTaq DNA Polymerase master mix (Promega, Madison, 
WI). Primers fabF gene flanking primers used for the amplification of the GenR cassette were 
based on the KanR cassette primers used to form the Keio mutant collection (Baba et al., 2006). 
The KanR specific primer sequences were replaced with GenR specific sequences and the PCR 
was amplified using GoTaq DNA Polymerase master mix (Promega, Madison, WI). The fabF 
gene was replaced with the GenR gene via the Datsenko and Wanner method (Datsenko and 
Wanner, 2000). Cells were recovered on TB plates containing 50µg/mL kanamycin and 
20µg/mL gentamicin. The ΔfabF (JW1081) single mutant was obtained from the Keio mutant 
collection (Baba et al., 2006). FabF specific antibodies and primers were used to confirm the 
deletion of the fabF gene through western blot, and PCR gel electrophoresis analysis. Keio 
collection mutants were generously provided by Thomas Bobik, Iowa State University. 
Growth of analysis of KAS mutants  
The four medias used to assess the growth characteristics of the KAS mutant cells were: 
MOPS minimal media (Teknova, Hollister, CA), lysogeny broth (LB) (BERTANI, 1951), terrific 
broth (TB) (Tartoff and Hobbs, 1987), and M9 minimal media (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  
Inoculum pre-cultures were grown in the presence of the appropriate antibiotics at the following 
concentrations: kanamycin 50µg/mL, gentamycin 20µg/mL. Each sample was diluted to the 
same starting OD600 (0.001) and media without antibiotics. Culture growth was monitored at an 
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absorbance of 600nm using a Bio-Tek (Winooski, VT) ELx808 microplate reader. Culture 
growth data was analyzed using the microplate reader’s Gen5 software package. All growth was 
analyzed at 37°C and cultured with constant shaking performed at 250RPM in flask cultures and 
the fast shake setting in the microplate cultures. The OD600 readings where observed every 15 
minutes until the incubation period of up to 48 hours was completed. Lag times were measured 
at the point when the measured OD surpassed the threshold of OD600 0.07. Solid plates with LB 
and MOPS media were made with 1% agar. Plates were incubated up to 48 hours at 37°C. The 
OD600 to cell density was calculated based on the number of recovered colonies from diluted 
cultures plated on LB plates. 
Fatty acid analysis with gas chromatography–mass spectrometry 
Methyl ester fatty acid derivatives were used to analyze medium, hydroxyl, and long 
chain fatty acids. Cultures were grown in MOPS minimal media with 0.4% glucose at 37°C and 
culture with constant shaking performed at 250RPM in flasks. Cells were harvest by 
centrifugation at mid log phase. Cell pellets were lyophilized overnight to dryness. Dry masses 
of 5-10mg were recorded. 50µg of the odd chain fatty acid C19:0 was added as internal 
standards. The cell pellets were treated with 10% barium hydroxide and 1,4-dioxane and 
incubated overnight at 110°C, yielding free fatty acids. The free fatty acids were recovered in 
hexane. The extracted free fatty acids were converted to methyl esters by treatment with acidic 
methanol. The methyl esters were recovered in hexane (Bonaventure et al., 2003). The methyl 
ester solution was then dried, re-suspended in 0.5mL acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 
MO), then silylated with 35µL 1% BSTFA in TCMS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and 
incubated 30 minutes at 60°C. Finally the samples were dried under N2 (g) to near dryness, re-
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suspended with 0.1-1mL hexane, and submitted to GC-MS (gas chromatography–mass 
spectrometry) analysis. 
Ethyl esters were used to view the whole range of fatty acids: short, medium, and long.  
Cultures were grown in MOPS minimal media with 0.4% glucose at 37°C and culture with 
constant shaking performed at 250RPM in flasks. Cells were harvest by centrifugation at 0.2, 
0.8, 1.0 OD600 and at stationary phase. Cell pellets were lyophilized overnight to dryness. Dry 
masses of 5-10mg were recorded. The odd chain fatty acids C7:0, C13:0, and C19:0 were added 
as internal standards with 50µg of each fatty acid added. The cell pellets were treated with 10% 
barium hydroxide and 1,4-dioxane and incubated overnight at 110°C, yielding free fatty acids. 
The free fatty acids were recovered in hexane (Bonaventure et al., 2003). The extracted free fatty 
acids were converted to ethyl esters by treatment with 49:1 ethanol:H2SO4, recovered again in 
hexane, and submitted to GC-MS analysis (Unpublished protocol from Fuyuan Jing, Iowa State 
University).  
The following GC-MS method was used for the fatty acid ester quantifications. All GC-
MS data was captured using an Agilent Technologies Model 7890A Gas Chromatograph with an 
Agilent 19091S-433: 1926.58224 HP-5MS  5% Phenyl Methyl Siloxane column -60 °C—325 °C 
(325 °C): 30 m x 250 µm x 0.25 µm column coupled to a Model 5975C mass selective detector 
with electrical ionization (EI). The GC-MS system was controlled by and the data collected with 
ChemStation software (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  This GC-MS system was made 
available by the Office of Biotechnology W.M. Keck Metabolomics Research Laboratory, Iowa 
State University. The injection port temperature was 280°C with a splitless mode. He was the 
carrier gas at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min.  The GC oven temperature ramp procedures were as 
follows: temperature set to 50 °C and held for 2 minutes, ramp #1 25 °C/min to 200°C, hold 1 
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minute, ramp #2 20°C/min to 320°C, hold 3 minute. MS conditions were as follows: ion source, 
200°C; electron energy, 70eV; quadrupole temperature, 150°C; GC-MS interface zone, 280°C; 
scan range, 40-1000 mass units, a 3.6 minute solvent delay was used for the ethyl esters, while a 
6.5 minute solvent delay was used for the methyl esters. Data was analyzed using AMDIS 
(Automated Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification System; 
http://chemdata.nist.gov/mass-spc/amdis/) software with data interpretation from NIST08 library. 
The NIST 08 MS Library and AMDIS were provided by National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (www.nist.gov). Note that fatty acids will be abbreviated in Lipid numbers format, 
as follows: first the total number carbon atoms (X), CX, next the total number of unsaturated 
carbon-carbon double bounds (D) and their carbon number from the carboxyl group (ΔY), 
(CX:D ΔY). Take palmitoleic acid as an example, it is abbreviated as C16:1 cis Δ9 (Rigaudy and 
Klesney, 1979). Other possible substitutions include: hydroxyl groups (CXOH, C14OH is 
myristic acid) and cyclopropane fatty acyl groups cyCX:0 or CX:cyc. 
Lipid analysis with FT-MS 
Cultures were grown in MOPS minimal media with 0.4% glucose at 37°C and culture 
with constant shaking performed at 250RPM in flasks. Metabolite extraction with hot methanol 
was carried out similar to Schmidt et al., 2011.  This particular extraction results in two phases 
for polar and nonpolar metabolites. 
ESI-MS and MS/MS experiments were performed on a Bruker Daltonics SolariX FTICR 
equipped with a 7.0 tesla shielded superconducting magnet. The ions were generated from an 
external ESI source with mass range from m/z 100 up to 3,000. MS/MS profiles were generated 
using CID with varying CE settings (0.5-35 eV) depending on the abundance and fragmentation 
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energies required for each molecule. The instrument was externally calibrated with Agilent ESI 
calibration mix as well as using nonadecanoic acid and octadecylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 
Louis, MO) as internal quantification and mass lock standards. 
Phospholipid analysis FT-MS and 
13
C labeling 
Cultures were grown in MOPS minimal media with 0.4% 
13
C glucose (Cambridge 
Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury, MA) at 37°C and culture with constant shaking performed at 
250RPM in flasks. Cultures were harvested at late log phase. Samples were analyzed by ESI-MS 
and MS/MS on a Bruker Daltonics SolariX FTICR. 
13
C shifted peaks were identified using 
ShiftedIonsFinder analysis software (Kazusa DNA Research Institute, Kisarazu, Chiba, Japan) 
courtesy of Dr. Kota Kera and shared as part of a JST NSF collaboration. 
Expression analysis of KASI and KASII 
fabB and fabF genes were cloned from K-12 BW25113 E. coli and protein was expressed 
and purified as described previously by (Edwards et al., 1997). Purified protein samples were 
submitted to the Hybridoma Facility of the Iowa State University Office of Biotechnology for the 
generation of polyclonal antibodies in mice. Sera specific to the fabB or fabF proteins were 
generated. These antibodies were then used for the western blot detection of native fabB and 
fabF. Protein was extracted from cell pellets of cells at mid-log growth stage.  Western blot 
analysis was performed on the Wt and ΔfabH protein extracts. Detection was achieved by goat 
anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-HRP conjugate (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) using chemilumninescence with 
ELC western blotting reagents (GE Healthcare Bio-science Corporation, Piscataway, NJ). 
Western blots were imaged with a ChemiDoc XRS+ imaging system and images were analyzed 
with Image Lab Software (Hercules, CA) to quantify abundances. 
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Profiling of short chain acyl-ACPs 
 Freshly grown cells at mid-log phase were centrifuged to collect and remove media. 
20uL of 6 mg/mL purified HIS tagged E. coli ACP (Xin Guan, Publication in preparation) was 
added. 1.3 mL 7.5% ice cold trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added and the samples were 
homogenized by vortexing. Centrifuge at 25000g for 10 minutes. We then removed the 
supernatant and quickly repeated with two additional 1.3 mL 7.5% TCA washes. Next the pellet 
was washed once more with 0.65mL 1% TCA; this wash supernatant was discarded. ACPs were 
dissolved in 50mM Mops buffer (pH 7.6 , with KOH), elute and centrifuged to pellet 3 times 
with 1.33 mL (4mL total). To remove high molecular weight contaminates, the dissolved ACPs 
solution was passed through 4mL Amicon centrifugal filter units with 50kDa MWCO (Millipore, 
Billerica, MA, USA) by centrifuging for 30 minutes at 3400g to collect the flow through. The 
ACP extracts were then washed and concentrated in 3kDa MWCO 4mL Amicon centrifugal 
filter units with 50kDa MWCO (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) by centrifuging for 30 minutes 
at 3400g three times with 1.33 mL HPLC grade water (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The 
extracts were then centrifuged to concentrate until there was ~0.25mL of ACP solution 
remaining above the filter membrane.  
ESI-MS experiments were performed on a Bruker Daltonics SolariX FTICR equipped with a 7.0 
tesla shielded superconducting magnet. The ions were generated from an external ESI source 
with mass range from m/z 200 up to 10,000 and monitored in negative mode. The instrument 
was externally calibrated with Agilent ESI calibration mix as well as using purified HIS tagged 
E. coli ACP as an internal quantification and mass lock standard. 
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RESULTS 
Development and confirmation of KAS mutant strains  
To confirm the genotypes of the stock strains and the recovered ΔfabF/ΔfabH double 
mutant, PCR and western blot based studies were utilized. The PCR with fabH specific primers 
showed observable bands in the Wt and ΔfabF strains, while no products were visible in the 
ΔfabH or the ΔF /ΔH after visualization by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2 A). These findings 
confirm that the Wt and ΔfabF strains have a copy of the fabH gene. Western blot detection of 
protein extracts using anti-fabF antibodies revealed that Wt and ΔfabH strains have detectible 
luminescence from fabFp bands, while ΔF /ΔH and ΔfabF strains had no detectable band for 
fabFp (Fig. 2 B). This western blot data was consistent with the ΔfabF genotype and the newly 
generated ΔF /ΔH cells. The PCR with primers specific for the GenR knockout cassette used to 
replace the native fabF gene showed an observable band in the ΔF /ΔH cells, while no products 
were visible in the Wt and ΔfabF, ΔfabH after visualization by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2 C). 
This PCR data confirms that the ΔF /ΔH cells have a copy of the GenR knockout cassette. 
Growth of single and double KAS mutants 
Growth of wild type and ΔfabH cells on MOPS minimal media and LB rich media agar 
plates revealed that the ΔfabH cells had slow growth effect. This slower growth was most visible 
after 24 hours, while after 48 hours the ΔfabH cells had developed larger colonies (Fig. 3). 
Growth curves of wild type and ΔfabH cells in LB rich media (Fig. 4 A) and in MOPS minimal 
media (Fig. 3 B) both were monitored for 20 hours at 600nm.  Doubling times (Fig. 4 C) were 
calculated at the point of maximum growth rate.  The ΔfabH cells had statistically significantly 
longer doubling times in both LB and MOPS minimal media (p-value <0.05) with the doubling 
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times increasing by over 0.3 hours in both conditions. In addition, the final cell density of the 
ΔfabH cultures was reduced, by nearly 0.2 OD600 under both media conditions.  
Because ΔfabH cells are smaller in size than Wt cells (Yao et al., 2012), there was the 
prospect that the OD600 may not be an accurate measurement of cell numbers. To determine the 
utility of OD600 in determining growth rate and cell densities, cells/OD600/mL values were 
established (Fig. 4 D) based on the number of recovered colonies from diluted cultures plated on 
LB agar plates. There was not a significant difference in the number of cells/mL/OD600 between 
wild type and ΔfabH cells.  Having equivalent numbers of cells/mL/OD600 indicates that OD600 
values are an accurate measurement of cell number and can be used for the calculation of cell 
division rates on other growth curve characteristics of the Wt and ΔfabH strains. 
 
Phospholipid analysis FT-MS and 
13
C labeling 
Stable isotope labeling is a powerful tool that can be used with high accuracy mass 
spectrometers such as FT-ICR MS to assign the elemental compositions of metabolites 
(Hegeman et al., 2007). 
13
C labeled glucose was used as the sole carbon source to grow Wt and 
ΔfabH cultures with 13C labeled metabolites that were compared to reference cultures grown on 
natural abundance glucose. The resulting cultures were subjected to lipid analysis using FT-ICR 
MS and the resulting 
13
C and 
12
C spectrums were compared using shifted peak finding software, 
ShiftedIonsFinder (Kazusa DNA Research Institute, Kisarazu, Chiba, Japan). These results were 
used to confirm the identity of the known PE and PG lipids. Interestingly, two shifted peaks 
787.7m/z (
12
C) and 801.7m/z (
12
C) with 43 and 44 incorporated 
13
C labels, respectively, were 
detected in the lipid extracts. These masses match the predicted molecule weights of PG 
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C18:1/cyC19:0 and PG cyC19:0/cyC19:0. However these phospholipids are not known to exist 
in E. coli and are not found in literature. In an effort to confirm the identity of these novel 
phospholipids, MS-MS analysis was conducted on the 
13
C labeled samples (Fig. 5). As the more 
abundant of the two new lipids, MS-MS was successful in confirming the PG C18:1/cyC19:0 
(
13
C labeled 830.8m/z) peak as being appropriately identified based on the identification 
techniques previously described (Oursel et al., 2007). To determine the positions of the acyl 
groups as sn1 or sn2, we looked at the relative abundance of 515m/z and 533m/z fragments, 
which are C18:1 specific, and 529m/z and 547m/z peak fragments that are cyC19 specific.  The 
presence of the four times more abundant 515m/z and 533m/z peaks correspond to fragments 
without the sn2 R group and an aldehyde in its place, this fragment is observed with and without 
water. This peaks (515m/z and 533m/z) indicated a C18:1 acyl chain at the sn1 R group position. 
These key fragments indicate that C18:1 group is most common at the sn1 positions (farthest 
away from PG group). In addition to being novel phospholipids PG C18:1/cyC19:0 and PG 
cyC19:0/cyC19:0 are both statically significantly increased in the ΔfabH mutant cells with a 7 
and 6 fold increase in abundance respectively (Fig. 7). 
 
Fatty acid and lipid analysis with GC and FT-MS 
Because the product of fabH, acetoacetyl-ACP contributes directly to de novo fatty acid 
biosynthesis, it is imperative to understand the impact of the ΔfabH mutation on the fatty acid 
pool and lipid composition of the mutant cells. Understanding the impact of removing the fabH 
gene on fatty acid and lipid pools can aid in elucidating the function of fabH and add information 
concerning how E. coli compensate for the lost KASIII activity. The fatty acid and lipid content 
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of ΔfabH deletion mutant cells were analyzed and compared to Wt cells. The total fatty acid 
content (Fig. 6 A) of the ΔfabH cells had a statistically significant reduction compared to wild 
type of 38 nmoles/g dry weight (p-value<0.5). The percent of unsaturated fatty acid remained 
unchanged between the Wt and ΔfabH cells (Fig. 6 B). Figure 6 C displays the relative 
abundance of each fatty acid as a percent of the total recovered. With the exception of C14:OH, 
all of the fatty acid groups C16 and shorter are significantly higher in the ΔfabH mutant, while 
any chains longer than C16  are statistically significantly increased compared to wild type (p-
value<0.5).  
The phospholipids quantified in using HPLC and FT-ICR MS (Fourier transform ion 
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry), detected in both negative mode (Fig. 7) and positive 
mode (Fig. 8) electrospray ionization (ESI), strongly reflect the fatty acid quantification data 
(Fig. 6). In ΔfabH cells phospholipid molecules with C16:1 or C16:0 acyl groups are 
significantly reduced in both types of the major membrane lipids found in E. coli, 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and  phosphatidylglycerol (PG).  While PG and PE molecules 
with C18:1 or CyC19 without C16:0 or C16:1 acyl groups were significantly increased in 
abundance (p-value<0.5) in the ΔfabH mutant (Fig. 7). 
ACP profiling of KASIII mutant 
ACP molecules and short chain acyl-ACPs were analyzed to view the direct effect the 
fabH mutation has on the early intermediates of fatty acid biosynthesis. The acetyl, holo, and an 
unknown acyl-ACP (of 8925m/z) (Fig. 9), all are statistically significantly elevated in the ΔfabH 
mutant, with increases of 0.35 +/-0.08, 0.38+/-0.08, and 0.38+/ 0.06-fold respectively (Fig. 10 
A). Interestingly, the acetoacetyl-ACP content was not statistically different between the Wt and 
ΔfabH cells. When the APC molecules were compared as a fraction of the total small ACP pool, 
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the acetoacetyl-ACP content of the ΔfabH mutant was statistically significantly reduced 27% 
compared to wild type (p-value <0.5) (Fig. 10 B), while the fractional content of the other 
detected ACP molecules were unchanged between Wt and ΔfabH samples. 
Quantification of fabF and fabB protein accumulation  
Polyclonal antibodies specific to fabB and fabF proteins were produced to detect changes 
in the protein accumulation of these two KAS enzymes. Western blot analysis of fabF and fabB 
proteins showed the ΔfabH cells had increases in both fabF and fabB by 4- and 2-fold 
respectively (Fig. 11 A). When observed as a ratio of fabF/fabB, the ΔfabH cells showed an 
increase of over 50% in this ratio as compared to Wt (Fig. 11 B). These were statistically 
significant differences (p-value <0.05) between the Wt and ΔfabH cells. 
 
Growth analysis of KAS single and double mutants among varying media types 
The growth characteristics of the ΔfabH and ΔfabF single mutants, as well as the 
ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant, were monitored under four specific media conditions: LB, terrific 
broth (TB), MOPS minimal media, and M9 minimal media. All the graphs Figures 12 to 17 
represent the average of four replicates of each genotype under these four media conditions. Two 
different starting inoculum treatments were tested; in Figures 12-14 the cultures were started 
from cells grown to stationary phase in LB, while in Figures 15-17 the cultures were inoculated 
with cells grown to stationary phase in same media type they were entering.  Even with this 
obvious slow growth phenotype, the final OD reached by all genotypes was nearly unchanged 
among them (Fig. 12 A and Fig. 15 A).  Lag time was observed under three inoculum 
conditions: starting from overnight LB cultures, overnight MOPS cultures, and from mid-log 
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MOPS cultures (Fig. 18). The results were constant across the conditions with the ΔfabF/ΔfabH 
double mutant having the longest lag time, followed by the ΔfabH single mutant. 
Samples were acquired throughout the growth of cultures in minimal MOPS media: collections 
were performed specifically at 4 hours after inoculation and at OD600 values of 0.2 (late lag/early 
log phase), 0.8 (log phase), 1 (early stationary phase) and at stationary phase, as indicated in 
Figure 19. Fatty acids were analyzed as ethyl ester derivates and are presented (Fig. 20 – Fig. 
26)  The total fatty acid content was calculated relative to the Wt samples collected at an OD600 
of 0.2 (Fig. 19 and Fig. 22). The only cells which had significant increases in fatty acid were 
ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant cells collected at OD600 0.2, which had a 40% increase in total fatty 
acid content compared to the Wt control. This increase in total fatty acid amount was seen across 
nearly all detected fatty acid compounds, with C18:0 making the largest increase in proportion to 
the total, at 7%, from 13% in Wt to 20% in ΔfabF/ΔfabH cells (Fig. 21 and Fig. 22).  Figure 23 
focuses on the long chain fatty acids of the log phase samples. The ΔfabH samples showed C18:1 
as more abundant than C16:0, while ΔfabF and Wt cells maintained C16:0 as the more abundant 
fatty acid constituent. The ΔfabF/ΔfabH cells reverted back to Wt condition, where the C16:0 
amount exceeded that of the C18:1 fatty acid (Fig. 24).  Figures 25 and 26 show the medium 
and short chain fatty acids profiles of the four genotypes analyzed. The profiles of these show 
cultures had significant changes within each genotype, depending on the growth phase. 
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DISCUSSION 
The ΔfabH deletion mutant showed a consistent slow growth phenotype with longer 
doubling times and lag times. In addition to the slow growth, the ΔfabH cells also had a modest 
reduction in total fatty acid content as well as a dramatic increase in cis-vaccenic acid (C18:1)  
abundance. In fact C18:1 fatty acid replaced C16:0 as the most abundant fatty acid in ΔfabH 
cultures. Because cis-vaccenic acid is formed by the elongation of pamitoleoyl-ACP by the 
KASII enzyme fabF, we investigated the role of fabF in the survival of ΔfabH mutant cells. 
Perhaps in E. coli, the KASII gene was able to compensate for the loss of fabH, as has been 
shown previously in L. lactis (Morgan-Kiss and Cronan, 2008). We were able to recover 
ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant E. coli cells and evaluate their growth characteristics. The double 
mutant had a slightly more severe slow growth phenotype than the ΔfabH single mutant, with 
longer doubling times and lag times, while the ΔfabF single mutant control did not have any 
discernible growth phenotypes when compared to Wt cells in the media conditions tested at 
37°C.  
The accumulation of C18:1 fatty acid may be a result of the increase in fabF/fabB ratio 
observed in ΔfabH mutant cells. Another possible mode of generating additional C18:1 would be 
an up regulation of fabA, as the fabA/fabB ratios are responsible for regulating the amount of 
unsaturated fatty acids (Xiao et al., 2013). However fabA is unlikely to be responsible for the 
C18:1 accumulation, as there was not an observed change in total unsaturated fatty acid percent 
in the ΔfabH mutant cells compared to wild type. The definitive evidence for fabFs role in the 
accumulation of the C18:1 in the ΔfabH mutant cells was revealed in the ΔfabF/ΔfabH double 
mutant cells. In late log phase (0.8 OD600) cells the ΔfabH cells had significantly more C18:1 
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than C16:0 while the ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant cells had returned to the wild type profile of 
C16:0 greater than C18:1. This result demonstrated that fabF is required for the C18:1 hyper- 
accumulation chemotype displayed in ΔfabH cells. As expected, the ΔfabF mutants showed 
increases in palmitoleic acid (C16:1). That is consistent with the loss of fabF function. 
The altered phospholipid profile of the ΔfabH mutant was observed using high accuracy 
FT-ICR MS with and without 
13
C labeling. Two novel phospholipids were detected. The two 
new phospholipids were both phosphatidylglycerol molecules: 1-(11Z-octadecenoyl)-2-(11-
cyclopropyl-octadecanoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylglycerol and 1-(11-cyclopropyl-
octadecanoyl)-2-(11-cyclopropane-octadecanoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylglycerol. These 
phospholipids are not specifically reported in E. coli phospholipid literature but were detectable 
in the wild types cells at reduced levels. The combination of these lipids being hyper- 
accumulated in the ΔfabH mutant and the sensitivity of the FT-ICR MS allowed for their 
detection and identification in this study. 
The KASII and KASIII single and double mutants were grown and compared to the wild 
type cells under varying media and pre-culture conditions. The summation of these results is that 
regardless of the media condition and starting pre-culture inoculum treatment, the Wt and ΔfabF 
cells grew very similarly, while the ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant and ΔfabH single mutant grew 
more slowly. The ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant grew the slowest followed by the ΔfabH single 
mutant. It is unclear which role of fabF, initiation or elongation or both, the double mutants cells 
are deprived of, but their growth was modestly effected by the loss of fabF activity. Even with 
this obvious slow growth phenotype, the final OD reached by all genotypes was nearly 
unchanged among them. This result suggests that the growth rate is decreased but the growth 
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potential (final OD) of the cultures was not severely diminished by the loss of KASII and KAS II 
enzymes. 
Although the ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant grew more slowly than the ΔfabH single 
mutant, it was, in fact, viable. This finding reveals that KASI (fabB) can support growth alone 
without any other KAS genes present. In addition to catalyzing condensation reactions, both 
KASI and KASII enzymes are known to have malonyl-ACP decarboxylase activity that leads to 
the formation of acetyl-ACP (Alberts et al., 1972; Morgan-Kiss and Cronan, 2008). These 
previously reported findings were supported by the presence of considerable higher amounts 
acetyl-ACP in both the wild type and ΔfabH cells. This data, taken together with the previous 
findings, suggests that FabB likely can initiate fatty acid synthesis in the absence of an 
acetoacetyl-ACP primer via a side reaction involving malonyl-ACP decarboxylase activity and 
the elongation of the available acetyl-ACP to form the missing acetoacetyl-ACP primer, there by 
forming a fabH bypass pathway (Fig. 27) (Alberts et al., 1972; Garwin et al., 1980, 1980; 
Jackowski and Rock, 1987; Magnuson et al., 1993; Morgan-Kiss and Cronan, 2008).  
Additionally, it has also been shown that fabB is capable of catalyzing all the condensation 
reactions up to C18 in E. coli; this trait could allow fabB to produce mature long chain fatty 
acids without fabF or fabH present (Alberts et al., 1972; Garwin et al., 1980, 1980; Jackowski 
and Rock, 1987; Magnuson et al., 1993; Morgan-Kiss and Cronan, 2008).  Although it has been 
predicted that fabB may be able to support growth as the only KAS enzyme present in E. coli, 
the ΔfabF/ΔfabH double mutant data in this study is the first in vivo demonstration of fabB 
supporting growth as the sole KAS in E. coli. 
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Figure 1.  E. coli de novo fatty acid biosynthesis pathway  
This schematic shows the specific roles of the KAS enzymes in the elongation steps of the fatty 
acid biosynthetic pathway.  
FabB (KAS I), β-Ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase I  
FabF (KAS II), β-Ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase II  
FabH (KAS III), β-Ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase III 
(Adapted figure from EC FAS paper)  
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Figure 2.   KAS single mutants and ΔfabF/ Δ fabH double mutant confirmation  
Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR products of gene specific primers for fabH (KASIII) used to 
detect the presence of the fabH gene at the DNA level (A). Panel B shows the western blot 
analysis of protein extracts from the Wt and KAS mutants with mouse anti-fabF antibodies. Gel 
electrophoresis analysis of PCR products of primers specific for GenR knockout cassette used to 
delete the native fabF gene (C).  
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Figure 3.  Growth of wild type and ΔfabH E. coli on solid media  
Growth of wild type and ΔfabH cells on MOPS minimal media plates agar at 24 (A) and 48 
hours (B) after streaking and LB rich media agar plates are also shown at 24 (C) and 48 (D) 
hours after streaking. 
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Figure 4. Growth of wild type and ΔfabH E. coli in liquid media  
Growth curves of wild type and ΔfabH cells in LB rich media (A) and in MOPS minimal media 
(B), both were monitored for 20 hours at 600nm.  Doubling times (C) were calculated at the 
point of maximum growth rate.  The ΔfabH had statistically significantly longer doubling times 
in both LB and MOPS minimal media.  The OD600 to cell density (D) was calculated based on 
the number of recovered colonies from diluted cultures plated on LB plates. 
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Figure 5. MS/MS spectrum of 830.8m/z in negative mode 
The spectrum of the isolated 830.8 m/z ion from 
13
C labeled E. coli ΔfabH nonpolar extracts 
detected in negative mode with CID fragmentation is presented. Red arrows indicated C18:1 
containing fatty acid constituents while blue arrows indicate cyC19:0 containing fragments (A). 
The bar graphs in figure B represent the relative abundance of the average of four biological 
replicates for each phospholipid relative to an internal standard and the mass of the sample. 
Molecules were detected using ESI in negative mode. The error bars represent +/- standard error. 
The “*” represent statistically different (p-value <0.05) values between Wt and ΔfabH cells.  
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Figure 6. Fatty methyl ester quantification of ΔfabH and Wt cells using GC-MS 
The total fatty acid content of the Wt and ΔfabH cells is presented (A). The total percent of 
unsaturated fatty acids (acyl chains containing cyclopropyl or carbon-carbon double bounds) is 
presented in B.  Figure C displays the relative abundance of each fatty acid as a percent of the 
total. Statistically significant differences are indicated by “*” (p-value<0.5). Error bars represent 
+/- standard error. 
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Figure 7. HPLC FT-ICR MS quantification of phospholipids 
The bar graphs represent the relative abundance of the average of four biological replicates for 
each phospholipid relative to an internal standard and the mass of the sample. Molecules were 
detected using ESI in negative mode. Both types of the major membrane lipids of E. coli 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylglycerol were detected (PG). The error bars 
represent +/- standard error. The * represent statistically different (p-value <0.05) between Wt 
and ΔfabH  cells. Note for low abundance compounds: PG cyC19:0/cyC19:0 is elevated in 
ΔfabH while PE C16:0/C16:0 reduced in ΔfabH. 
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Figure 8. HPLC FT-ICR MS quantification of phospholipids 
The bar graphs represent the relative abundance of the average of four biological replicates for 
each phospholipid relative to an internal standard and the mass of the sample. Molecules were 
detected using ESI in positive mode. The error bars represent +/- standard error. The * represent 
statistically different (p-value <0.05) between the Wt and ΔfabH cells.  
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Figure 9. FT-ICR MS spectrum of acyl-ACP extracts 
Above are the mass spectrums of ACP containing extracts from Wt and ΔfabH  cells analyzed 
using FT-MS with ESI in negative mode.  The arrows highlight specific compounds with a -8 
charge. 
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Figure 10. FT-ICR MS quantification of acyl-ACP  
The short chain acyl-ACPs are presented as bar graphs of the average of four biological 
replicates made relative to the wild type average value (A).  Figure B presents the ACPs as a 
fraction of the total amount of the total of the four ACP derivatives, average of four biological 
replicates is presented. The error bars represent +/- standard error. The “*” represent statistically 
different values (p-value <0.05) between Wt and ΔfabH cells. 
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Figure 11. Quantification of fabF and fabB protein accumulation 
Western blot analysis of fabF and fabB proteins is presented as bar graphs with the average of  
four biological replicates made relative to Wt levels (A) and the calculated fabF/fabB ration (B). 
The error bars represent +/- standard error. The * represent statistically different values (p-value 
<0.05) between Wt and ΔfabH cells. 
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Figure 12.  Growth curves of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media starting 
from overnight LB cultures  
The graphs represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective 
conditions.   
Each graph contains all four genotypes grown in a specific media.  LB (A), terrific broth (TB) 
(B), MOPS minimal media (C), M9 minimal media (D).  Each sample was diluted to the same 
starting OD600 (0.001) and grown until stationary phase was reached and maintained. The error 
bars represent +/- standard error.  
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Figure 13. Growth characteristics of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media  
The bars represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective conditions.  
Each sample was started with inoculum grown in LB overnight and all samples were diluted to 
an equal starting OD600 (0.001). Max OD600 represents the highest OD600 reached during the time 
the cultures were observed (A).  Figure B shows the time to reach the max OD observed.  The 
fastest doubling time is represented as max growth shown in figure C. The time to reach the 
observed max growth was calculated (D). The error bars represent +/- standard error. The “*” 
represent statistically different values (p-value <0.05) between Wt and other genotypes cells and 
“**” represents  statistically different values for both Wt and ΔfabH.  
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Figure 14. Lag times of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media  
The bars represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective conditions.  
Each sample was started with inoculum grown in LB overnight and all samples were diluted to 
an equal starting OD600 (0.001). The lag time is measured at the point when the measured OD 
surpasses the threshold OD600 (0.07). The error bars represent +/- standard error.  
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Figure 15.  Growth curves of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media starting 
from each respective media  
The graphs represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective 
conditions.  Each graph contains all four genotypes grown in a specific media.  LB (A), terrific 
broth (TB) (B), MOPS minimal media (C), M9 minimal media (D).  Each sample was diluted to 
the same starting OD600 (0.001) and grown until stationary phase was reached and maintained. 
The error bars represent +/- standard error.  
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Figure 16. Lag times of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media  
The bars represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective conditions.  
Each sample was started with inoculum grown in the same media type and all samples were 
diluted to an equal starting OD600 (0.001). Max OD600 represents the highest OD600 reached 
during the time the cultures were observed (A).  Figure B shows the time to reach the max OD 
observed.  The fastest doubling time is represented as max growth shown in figure C. The time 
to reach the observed max growth was calculated (D). The error bars represent +/- standard error. 
The “*” represent statistically different values (p-value <0.05) between Wt and other genotypes 
cells and “**” represents  statistically different values for both Wt and ΔfabH.  
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Figure 17. Lag times of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media  
The bars represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective conditions.  
Each sample was started with inoculum grown in the same media type and all samples were 
diluted to an equal starting OD600 (0.001). The lag time is measured at the point when the 
measured OD surpasses the threshold OD600 (0.07). The error bars represent +/- standard error.  
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Figure 18. Lag times of wild type and KAS mutant E. coli in liquid media  
The bars represent the average of four replicates each genotype under the respective conditions.  
Each samples was diluted to the same starting OD600 (0.001) and the time is measured at the 
point when the measured OD surpasses the threshold OD600 (0.07). The error bars represent +/- 
standard error.  “*” denotes that the peak is statistically significantly different from all the other 
genotypes in that condition. 
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Figure 19. Collection of Wt and KAS mutant samples at specific growth points  
The plots represent the average of three replicates each genotype grown in 250mL cultures in 
flasks. Samples were diluted to the same starting OD600 (0.001).  Each arrow indicates a specific 
OD600 cut off where samples were taken for further analysis. 
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Figure 20. Quantification of the total fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells by 
GC-MS analysis of ethyl esters 
The total fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are displayed. 
Each bar graph represents the average of four replicates calculated relative to the Wt OD600 0.2 
average. Statistically significant changes compared to Wt OD600 0.2 (p-value<0.5) are marked 
(*). Error bars represent +/- standard error.  F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH , FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH. 
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Figure 21. Fatty composition of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS analysis of ethyl 
esters. The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are 
presented. Each colored section of the bar graph represents the average of four replicates 
calculated percent contribution of each fatty acid to the total fatty acid pool. F= ΔfabF, H= 
ΔfabH , FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH. 
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Figure 22. Fatty composition and total content of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS 
analysis of ethyl esters 
The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are displayed. Each 
colored section of the bar graph represents the average of four replicates calculated moles/mg 
contribution of each fatty acid to the total fatty acid pool. F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH , FH= 
ΔfabF/ΔfabH.  
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Figure 23. Long chain fatty composition of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS analysis 
of ethyl esters 
The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are presented. Each 
colored bar graph represents the average of four replicates and its content in moles/mg. Only 
fatty acids longer that 16 carbons are displayed. F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH , FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH. 
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Figure 24. Long chain fatty composition of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS analysis 
of ethyl-esters 
The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are presented. Each 
colored bar graph represents the average of four replicates and its content in moles/mg. Only 
fatty acids longer that 16 carbons are displayed. Statistically significant changes compared to Wt 
(a), ΔfabH (b), ΔfabF (c), and ΔfabF/ΔfabH (d) (p-value<0.5). Error bars represent +/- standard 
error. F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH, FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH. 
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Figure 25. Medium chain fatty composition of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS 
analysis of ethyl-esters 
The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are presented. Each 
colored bar graph represents the average of four replicates and its content in moles/mg. Only 
fatty acids between 10-14 carbons are displayed. F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH , FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH.  
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Figure 26. Short chain fatty composition of KAS mutants and Wt cells by GC-MS analysis 
of ethyl-esters 
The fatty acid content of KAS mutants and Wt cells at specific growth stages are presented. Each 
colored bar graph represents the average of four replicates and its content in moles/mg. Only 
fatty acids with fewer than 10 carbons are displayed. F= ΔfabF, H= ΔfabH, FH= ΔfabF/ΔfabH.  
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Figure 27. E. coli de novo fatty acid biosynthesis fabH bypass pathway  
This schematic shows the specific roles of the KAS enzymes in the elongation of steps of the 
fatty acid biosynthetic pathway without a KASIII enzyme. 
FabB (KAS I), β-Ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase I  
FabF (KAS II), β-Ketoacyl-[acyl carrier protein] synthase II  
(Adapted figure from EC FAS paper) 
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CHAPTER III. GENE 2 FUNCTION PROJECT IN 
METHANOSARCINA ACETIVORANS: INVESTIGATING A 
NOVEL COMBINED NMR LIGAND SCREENING AND 
METABOLOMIC ANALYSIS BASED APPROACH FOR 
EFFICIENT AND ACCURATE GENE FUNCTIONAL 
ANNOTATION  
 
INTRODUCTION  
The following was a collaboration among three groups, the Sowers and Orban groups at 
the University of Maryland and the Nikolau group here at Iowa State University. Note that as a 
group, we have published portions of this work already (Chen et al., 2011). 
The first organism to have its complete genome sequenced was the Haemophilus 
influenza  (Fleischmann et al., 1995). Of the 1740 genes in this genome approximately 25% had 
no known function. The majority of these had sequence homologs in other organisms, but no 
homology to any genes with determined functions. These genes were labeled as “conserved 
hypotheticals”. The amount of genomic sequence data has become massive. Currently, 
sequencing efforts have yielded the sequencing of approximately 22,800 genomes, from 16,500 
organisms, representing 349 million genes and genomic features (CoGe, 2014).  As the number 
of sequenced genomes has grown, the observation remains that a significant proportion (as high 
as 70% in some cases) of prokaryotic, archaeal, and eukaryotic genomes have unknown 
functions. For example, among all archaea ~33% of the genes sequenced are currently labeled as 
genes of unknown function (Yelton et al., 2011). This lack of functional annotation represents a 
persistent and significant gap in our understanding of Archaeal biology and biochemistry. 
Advantageously, conserved hypotheticals often have sequence homologs in hundreds of other 
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organisms and so functional assignment for one homolog would provide leverage in annotating a 
large set of genes. With this potential cascading effect, these conserved hypothetical genes 
represent strong candidates for functional studies. 
Protein functions are currently annotated in genomic databases using automated 
algorithms that search for sequence homology to a gene product with an established function. 
These sequence-based annotations frequently have variability in their accuracy, especially if the 
sequence identity to a protein of known function is low. Additionally, recent work has shown 
that even proteins with very high sequence identity can have different structures and functions 
(Parsons et al., 2003; Yeh et al., 2005; He et al., 2008; Luo and Yu, 2008; Tuinstra et al., 2008); 
therefore caution is necessary when assigning functions simply by sequence homology in the 
absence of experimental validation.  Traditional experimental approaches to determine function, 
such as enzyme assays, are slow, painstaking, and have not been able to keep up with the ever-
increasing large body of genome sequence data that contains many genes with unconfirmed and 
undetermined function. There is an obvious need for more efficient methods for accurate, 
experimentally based annotation and validation of protein function.  
A novel combined metabolomic and NMR-based approach was developed to meet the 
challenge of efficient and accurate experimental validation of the functions of putative enzymes 
(Fig. 1). This method utilized a NMR-based ligand screening strategy (Dalvit et al., 2002). Our 
preferred method was waterLOGSY (water-ligand observed via gradient spectroscopy) pulse 
sequence (Dalvit et al., 2001), as consistent results were obtained in our hands using this 
approach. The second method employed was metabolomics, which allowed for the determination 
of a biochemical phenotype associated with the presence or absence of a particular gene (Förster 
et al., 2002; Hall et al., 2002; Phelps et al., 2002; Bino et al., 2004; Fridman and Pichersky, 
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2005; Koek et al., 2006; Swanepoel and Loots, 2014). Knowledge of a gene’s biochemical 
phenotype can be exploited as a method to identify potential functionality directly, or provide 
rationale for choosing potential substrates for subsequently analysis via NMR-based ligand 
screening strategy. Conversely, proteins which waterLOGSY has indicated bind a particular 
ligand may be further investigated using a more directed metabolomics approach to ascertain 
which metabolic pathways are affected by the presence or absence of that particular protein. In 
order to independently confirm gene functions determined with waterLOGSY and or 
metabolomics, genetic complementation and enzyme assays were implemented, when 
appropriate. This combination of approaches has the potential to work synergistically towards 
efficiently and accurately determining gene functions. 
Choice of organism  
We used the methanogenic archaeon, Methanosarcina acetivorans (MA) (SOWERS et 
al., 1984; Galagan et al., 2002; Longstaff et al., 2007; Rother et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011), as a 
model organism to develop tools for efficient and reliable annotation and validation of protein 
function. Methane-producing organisms are of particular interest because of their ability to 
generate cost-effective biofuel. However, there was and is a significant gap in the biological 
understanding of methanogens. The lack of accurate functional annotation for the large quantity 
sequence data represents a major hurdle in the pursuit of biological knowledge of these 
organisms. Information gleaned from the demonstration of our novel approach to experimentally 
annotating gene functions is valuable in the pursuit of biological understanding of methanogens 
in general, in addition to MA itself. 
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The waterLOGSY method was initially developed for use as a ligand screening tool for 
drug targets and is useful as a rapid, relatively high through-put approach (Dalvit et al., 2001). 
WaterLOGSY experiments observe the transfer of magnetization between ligand and water 
molecules (Fig. 2 A.). When a ligand is in solution with a protein capable of binding it, there are 
two competing flows of magnetization: 1) from water to the free ligand and 2) from the bound 
water (via the protein) to the bound ligand (Chen et al., 2011). The two competing flows lead to 
opposite signs of NOEs (nuclear Overhauser enhancements) (Chen et al., 2011).  The stronger 
magnetization flow establishes the sign of the waterLOGSY peak. Ligands that bind with the 
protein will have positive peaks while non-binding compounds will have negative peaks (Fig. 2 
B.) WaterLOGSY has shown promise as a potential efficient and accurate experimental 
validation of function annotations (Chen et al., 2011). While WaterLOGSY is useful for 
experimentally determining the functionality of proteins when there is knowledge of potential 
substrate molecules, WaterLOGSY has limited ability to determine functionality when potential 
substrate molecules are unknown.  
Metabolomics is the science of identifying and measuring the pool of metabolites that 
represents the chemical composition of a biological sample, termed the metabolome. Although 
metabolomics is a relatively new field in biology (Fiehn et al., 2000; Hall et al., 2002), 
metabolomic analysis has increasing examples of being successfully employed to determine the 
metabolic functionality of genes (Hirai et al., 2005; Brauer et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2006; 
Schauer and Fernie, 2006).  Our main analytical approach utilized targeted and non-targeted 
metabolomic analysis of small molecules (<600 Da) by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry 
(GC-MS) analysis. Some ways GC-MS can identify compounds are based on retention times in 
the chromatography, indexed relative to a series of standards, the m/z value of the molecular ion 
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for each metabolite, and matching the MS-fragmentation pattern of each to existing MS-
databases. Two commonly used strategies for analyzing the functionality of genes using 
metabolomics are gain of function studies and loss of function studies.  Loss of function studies 
rely on the comparison of a control strain to a strain where a gene function has been removed. 
Gain of function metabolomic studies rely on the comparison of a control strain to an 
experimental strain where a new gene or function has been introduced.  We originally attempted 
to generate directed single gene mutants in MA for loss of function studies. However there were 
significant technical difficulties that made this approach impractical. As a second choice we 
utilized a gain of function approach, where selected MA genes were heterologously expressed in 
E. coli and were compared to a control strain not containing an MA gene. 
Many pathways in MA are incompletely annotated. One pathway with which we have 
direct experience and interest is the biotin network. Figure 3 shows the biotin biosynthesis 
pathway with current putative annotations for biotin synthase (MA0154 and/or MA01489), 
biotin ligase (MA0676), and MA’s only known biotin dependent enzyme, a putative pyruvate 
carboxylase with subunits: pycA(MA0675) and pycB (MA0674). Notably, the enzymes in the 
pathway leading up to dethiobiotin (the immediate precursor of biotin) have not been annotated. 
In addition, there are two putative biotin synthase genes; MA0154 and MA1489. MA0154 and 
MA1489 have 43% and 39% similarity to E. coli biotin synthase and further experimental 
evidence is required to determine which gene(s) has actual biotin synthase activity. Though the 
biotin biosynthetic pathway appears to be incomplete, initial observations showed that MA does 
not require exogenous biotin to sustain normal growth (SOWERS et al., 1984). This observation 
implies that MA does indeed have a complete but not yet described biotin biosynthetic pathway 
or a novel situation in which MA does not require biotin to survive.  Considering that the biotin 
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network is poorly understood in MA and we have expertise in this pathway, the biotin network 
was selected as our model pathway.  In an effort to elucidate the complete biotin network in MA, 
we targeted and searched for the missing enzymes in the biotin biosynthetic pathway of MA.  
Examining the biotin network using our novel approach to gene annotation allowed us a proof of 
concept opportunity that also tapped into our experience and interest in the biotin network. 
The aim of this study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of this novel combination of 
waterLOGSY NMR substrate binding assays and metabolomics as an accurate and efficient 
approach to annotating gene functions. Within the broader objective of evaluation there is an 
opportunity to discover gene functions, elucidate incomplete pathways, and uncover new 
biochemical activities. Applying our experimental approaches to genes within our selected target 
list will provide an excellent venue for examining the effectiveness and accuracy of our method. 
Examining the biotin network of MA will allow for the opportunity to apply this combined 
NMR-substrate binding and metabolomics approach to elucidate an incomplete pathway.  
Furthermore an in-depth study of the biotin network of MA will pursue the elucidation of the 
MA biotin biosynthetic pathway. Understanding MA’s biotin biosynthetic pathway will provide 
significant insight towards determining whether MA has the capacity to synthesize biotin de 
novo, or if MA has a novel situation where it does not require biotin to sustain growth. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
WaterLOGSY ligand screening    
WaterLOGSY requires purified protein for analysis. Selected MA genes were 
heterologously expressed in E. coli and soluble proteins were purified and folding is confirmed 
via 1D 
1
H NMR spectroscopy. MA gene cloning, protein purification, and NMR waterLOGSY 
ligand screening  experiments were carried out as previously described (Chen et al., 2011). The 
selected MA genes were cloned into pET-21a plasmids and these plasmids, carrying cloned MA 
genes, were used for the metabolomics and genetic complementation assays, as well. 
Gene complementation 
Genetic complementation of E. coli mutants by the MA genes was performed with E. coli 
deletion mutants generated in the BW25113 background (Baba et al., 2006). The specific mutant 
strains used in this study were: JW1122 (icd), JW5807 (leuB), and JW1789 (yeaU), and JW2535 
(glyA). Each strain was transformed with a non-recombinant control pET-21a plasmid (Novagen) 
and a recombinant pET-21a plasmid carrying a cloned MA gene. Complementation of glyA 
mutants was conducted with glycine as the sole carbon sources(Newman et al., 1976). Genetic 
complementation experiments were carried out as previously described (Chen et al., 2011). 
Total metabolite analysis 
The selected MA genes were cloned previously into pET-21a plasmids and these 
plasmids carrying cloned MA genes were used for the metabolomics assays (Chen et al., 2011). 
The pET-21a plasmids containing the select MA genes were transformed into Rosetta 2.0 E. coli 
cells (Novagen) along with an empty pET-21a control. Two colonies of each genotype were 
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picked and cultures started in lysogeny broth (LB) (BERTANI, 1951) with 50µg/mL each of 
ampicillin and chloramphenicol. These cultures were then incubated 16 hours at 37°C with 
constant shaking performed at 250RPM. Cells were then centrifuged down at 2000G and were 
washed and re-suspended with MOPS minimal media (Teknova, Hollister, CA). Four 200mL 
MOPS minimal media with 0.4% glucose cultures were started for each genotype from the 
overnight inoculums. Cultures started at the same OD600, 0.03. Expression of the genes of interest 
was induced with 1uL/mL 0.1mM IPTG when each culture reached 0.4 OD600. Four hours after 
induction the cells were quenched 1:1 with -40°C cold methanol (Buchholz et al., 2001), with 
each sample containing 25mL of culture.  The cells were then centrifuged down at 5500G for 15 
minutes at20°C and the supernatant was removed. 
Cell pellets were lyophilized overnight and dry masses were recorded (4-15mg). All 
reagents for metabolite analysis were from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, unless stated 
differently. 25µL of ribitol was added as an internal standard (0.6 mg/mL in dry-pyridine) as 
well as 25µL of C19 fatty acid as internal standard (0.6 mg/mL in chloroform) was added to the 
cell pellets. 0.35mL hot methanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) (60°C) was added, 
mixed, and immediately incubated at 60°C for 10 minutes. Samples were then vortexed 10 
seconds and put in a sonication water bath for 10 minutes. 0.35mL of chloroform was added and 
mixed by vortexing for 2 minutes. 0.3mL HPLC grade water was added and vortexed 2 minutes. 
Phases were separated by centrifuge, 5 minutes at 13000G. The upper layer (polar) and lower 
layer (non-polar) were separated, derivatized, and analyzed separately. Derivatization was 
adapted from (Koek et al., 2006). 200-400µl polar/non-polar extracts were then dried under 
nitrogen gas. 50µl methoxyamine (20mg/mL in pyridine) was added and was incubated at 30°C 
while shaking, 1.5 hours. 70µl of bis-trimethyl silyl trifluoroacetamide with 1% 
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trimethylchlorosilane (BSTFA+1% TMCS) was then added (TMS derivatization reagent) and 
was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. Hydrocarbon standards were also spiked into a 
representative sample for the calculation of  retention indices. Samples were then submitted to 
GC-MS (gas chromatography–mass spectrometry) analysis. The following GC-MS method was 
used for the total metabolite GC-MS analysis. All GC-MS data was captured using an Agilent 
Technologies Model 6890 Gas Chromatograph with an Agilent 19091S-433: 1926.58224 HP-
5MS  5% Phenyl Methyl Siloxane column -60 °C—325 °C (325 °C): 30 m x 250 µm x 0.25 µm 
column coupled to a Model 5973 mass selective detector with electrical ionization (EI). The GC-
MS system was controlled by and the data collected with ChemStation software (Agilent 
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  This GC-MS system was made available by the Office of 
Biotechnology W.M. Keck Metabolomics Research Laboratory, Iowa State University. The 
injection port temperature was 280°C with a splitless mode. He was the carrier gas at a flow rate 
of 2.0 mL/min.  The GC oven temperature ramp procedures were as follows: temperature set to 
70 °C and held for 4 minutes, ramp 5°C/min to 320°C, hold 12 minutes. MS conditions were as 
follows: ion source, 200°C; electron energy, 70eV; quadrupole temperature, 150°C; GC-MS 
interface zone, 280°C; scan range, 50-550 mass units, a 6.7 minute solvent delay was used. Data 
was analyzed using AMDIS (Automated Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification 
System; http://chemdata.nist.gov/mass-spc/amdis/) software, with data interpretation from 
NIST08 library and quantification with MET-IDEA (Broeckling et al., 2006). The NIST 08 MS 
Library and AMDIS were provided by National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(www.nist.gov) and MET-IDEA software was obtained from the Samuel Roberts Noble 
Foundation (Ardmore, OK). 
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Amino acid analysis 
Cell pellets were lyophilized overnight and dry masses were recorded (4-15mg). Dried 
cell pellets were treated with 0.6mL 10% trichloroacetic acid and mix by vortex for 10 minutes. 
The mixture was centrifuged at 13,000G and the supernatant was collected. Amino acid 
quantification was performed using EZ:faast Amino Acid Analysis Kit (Phenomenex, Torrance, 
CA) using the manufacturer’s protocol for GC-MS/FID analysis. All GC-MS data was captured 
using an Agilent Technologies Model 6890 Gas Chromatograph coupled to a Model 5973 mass 
selective detector with electrical ionization (EI). The injection port temperature was 280°C with 
a splitless mode. He was the carrier gas at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min.  The GC oven temperature 
ramp procedures were as follows: temperature set to 70 °C and held for 4 minutes, ramp 5°C/min 
to 320°C, hold 12 minutes. MS conditions were as follows: ion source, 200°C; electron energy, 
70eV; quadrupole temperature, 150°C; GC-MS interface zone, 280°C; scan range, 50-550 mass 
units, a 6.7 minute solvent delay was used. The GC-MS system was controlled by, and the data 
was collected and analyzed with ChemStation software (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  
This GC-MS system was made available by the Office of Biotechnology W.M. Keck 
Metabolomics Research Laboratory, Iowa State University. 
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RESULTS  
Target gene selection 
MA is considered metabolically diverse among methanogenic archaea, possessing the 
largest known archaeal genome at 4524 predicted genes (Galagan et al., 2002). Close to 50% of 
these genes were annotated as having unknown or unconfirmed function. In preparation for 
target gene selection, the functional annotations were updated for over 700 of the 4524 predicted 
genes in the MA genome. This was performed by transferring many of the recently revised 
manual annotations in the related species M. burtonii (Allen et al., 2009) to homologous genes in 
MA. In addition, a thorough literature search was conducted for published data that 
experimentally confirms the functionality of MA genes and closely related orthologs in other 
species. Confidence levels were given (Fig. 4) to each re-annotation based on current literature 
as follows - Level 1: An exact match in the literature with an experimentally defined function. 
Level 2: Gene product contains all domains needed for enzymatic function with ≥35% sequence 
identity to a gene product of known function. Level 3: Gene product contains all domains needed 
for enzymatic function but ≤35% sequence identity to a gene product of known function. Level 
4: Gene product has no experimental match but some domain similarities to a known function 
are recognizable. Level 5: Has no experimental match or domain similarities – i.e. annotated as 
hypothetical. This re-annotated list of more than 700 genes provided a platform from which gene 
targets with varying confidence levels were selected for experimental validation using our 
approach. Selection criteria were as follows:  the two main selection criteria were 1) the protein 
should have a putative enzymatic activity on a small molecule substrate and 2) the protein should 
be nonmembranous based on amino acid sequence analysis. Additional characteristics that are 
preferable but not absolutely required were that the gene product was expressed in vivo in MA 
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based on published reports (Rohlin and Gunsalus, 2010), the gene is conserved among other 
species, and that an E. coli homolog exists for potential genetic complementation studies. 70 
genes within these selected criteria were selected for further analysis. This was conducted as 
previously described (Chen et al., 2011). 
WaterLOGSY ligand screening of MA4265, a putative isocitrate/isopropylmalate 
dehydrogenase 
MA4265 is annotated as an Isocitrate/isopropylmalate dehydrogenase family protein. 
Based on this functional annotation, substrates were selected.  MA4265 was submitted to one-
dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR analysis with each of the following putative substrates (300 
μM) as follows: citrate, cis-aconitate, isocitrate, and 2-ketoglutarate, each tested with 30 μM 
MA4265. Of these four metabolites, only isocitrate bound to MA4265 under the conditions used 
(Chen et al., 2011). Note that the negative peak at 3.4 ppm in all spectra is thought to be a 
contaminant from the protein concentration process. 
Genetic complementation results for MA4265 
BLASTp results representing E. coli homologs to the MA4265 amino acid sequence 
(Table 1.) were used to select the Keio (Baba et al., 2006) mutants of each of three top blast hits: 
yeaU, leuB, and icd. All three genes were selected for use in genetic complementation studies 
with MA4265. Genetic complementation experiments (Fig. 6) of yeaU, leuB, and icd mutants in 
E. coli strains in the BW25113 (Wt) background revealed that MA4265 was only able to 
complement the icd mutant cells. Complementation was observed in both liquid and solid media. 
This complementation result correlates with the waterLOGSY data (Fig. 5). Icd is an isocitrate 
dehydrogenase mutant and MA4265 bound to isocitrate, a substrate of isocitrate dehydrogenase. 
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Amino acid profile for MA3520 expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells   
Amino acid profiling of E.coli cells expressing MA3520 by GC-MS (Fig. 7) revealed that 
four amino acids had statistically significant changes, alanine (3.1 fold decrease), glycine (1.7 
fold decrease), asparagine (1.5 fold decrease), and β-aminoisobutyric acid (1.3 fold decrease). 
Glycine and serine are two predicted substrates of this putative serine hydroxymethyltransferase. 
Between the two amino acids, only glycine showed a change in accumulation in the MA3520 
expressing cells (Fig. 8). 
WaterLOGSY ligand screening of MA3520, a putative Serine hydroxymethyltransferase  
The MA3520 is annotated as a serine hydroxymethyltransferase and also had changes in 
the accumulation of amino acids including glycine when expressed in E. coli. Based on this 
functional annotation, substrates were selected.  MA3520 was submitted to one-dimensional 
waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR analysis with each of the following putative substrates as follows: 
glycine (gly), serine (ser), alanine (ala), histidine (his), and methionine (met). Of these five 
amino acids, only glycine bound to MA3520 under the conditions used (Fig. 9) (Chen et al., 
2011). 
Genetic complementation results for MA3520 
Based on the amino acid profile of MA3520 expressing cells and substrate binding 
profile of MA3520, the serine hydroxymethyltransferase (glyA) knockout mutant was selected 
for use in genetic complementation studies with MA3520. The KEIO (Baba et al., 2006) mutant 
glyA was obtained and genetic complementation studies performed (Fig. 10). MA3520 was able 
to complement the glyA mutant cells when they were grown on M9 minimal media with glycine 
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as the sole carbon source. Complementation studies were attempted with serine as the sole 
carbon source, but no complementation was observed and the Wt cells showed severe growth 
inhibition as serine can be toxic near the levels required for it to be the sole carbon source (data 
not shown) (Newman et al., 1976). This complementation result correlates with the 
waterLOGSY data (Fig. 9) and amino acid analysis (Fig. 8) for MA3520. 
Metabolite analysis of MA genes expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells   
Amino acid and total metabolite analysis was conducted on 21 MA genes. Examples of 
the total metabolite analysis are in Figures 11 and 12. These plots both represent data from the 
polar faction of the total metabolite analysis compared to the empty vector control. Figure 11 
shows an ideal situation where there are only a few statistically significantly changed 
metabolites, while Fig. 12 displays a plot where there is an overwhelming amount of statistically 
significant changed metabolites. Unfortunately, the data generated from this gain of function 
approach was very rich in metabolite changes. Amino acids were often affected by the 
expression of the MA genes, on average 27% (SE +/-1%) of the amino acids were changed. 
There were on average 987 (SE +/- 103) ion peaks (potential metabolites) detected using the total 
metabolites profiling method. Of the 987 ion peaks, on average 176 (SE +/- 46) or 18% (SE+/-
5%) had statistically significantly changed compared to the empty vector control. These 
metabolite changes were consistently multiple and unrelated pathways. Unknown metabolites 
consisted of 69% (SE+/-11%) of all the ion peaks detected. Table 2. shows the annotation status 
of the MA genes that were analyzed with metabolite analysis; only in the case of MA3520 was 
metabolite profiling able to assist directly in the final annotation of a gene’s function. Without 
consensus in the metabolomics data, the rest of the MA genes had inconclusive results in the 
evaluation of their putative functions. 
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DISCUSSION 
MA4265 displayed isocitrate dehydrogenase activity 
MA4265 was originally annotated as isocitrate/isopropylmalate dehydrogenase family 
protein.  When analyzed by NMR-based ligand screening, MA4265 displayed selectivity for and 
only bound isocitrate and not any other putative substrates of isocitrate/isopropylmalate 
dehydrogenase family proteins under the conditions tested. Isocitrate is the substrate of isocitrate 
dehydrogenase. Additionally MA4265 was only able to complement the icd (isocitrate 
dehydrogenase) E. coli mutant not leuB (3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase) of yeaU (D-malate 
dehydrogenase). The NMR and complementation results correlate and together provided the 
evidence to assign MA4265 a more precise annotation as an isocitrate dehydrogenase. This was 
an example of the use of NMR-based ligand screening to gain more accurate functional 
annotation that can be tested, further evaluated, and in this case, confirmed by conventional 
studies such as genetic complementation. 
MA3520 displayed serine hydroxymethyltransferase activity 
  Amino acid profiling of E.coli cells expressing MA3520 by GC-MS showed that the 
MA3520 expressing cells had statistically significant changes in four amino acids, including 
glycine. Glycine is a putative substrate of serine hydroxymethyltransferase. MA3520 was 
analyzed with NMR-based waterLOGSY ligand screening and was presented with five amino 
acids as potential substrates: glycine, serine, alanine, histidine, and methionine. Among these 
substrates MA3520 only displayed positive binding to glycine. The glyA (serine 
hydroxymethyltransferase) E. coli mutant was able to be complemented by MA3520, this result 
was again consistent with the annotated serine hydroxymethyltransferase activity of MA3520. 
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This study of MA3520 was an example of using the combination of NMR substrate binding 
assays with metabolomics to provide evidence for assigning a more accurate functional 
annotation. Again, fortunately, we were able to confirm this putative result with a conventional 
genetic complementation study. 
Metabolite analysis of MA genes expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells   
Amino acid and total metabolite analysis was conducted on 21 MA genes. Of these 21 
genes, only in the case of MA3520 was metabolite profiling able to assist directly in the final 
annotation of a gene’s function. Without consensus in the metabolomics data, the rest of the MA 
genes had inconclusive results in the evaluation of their putative functions. To determine a 
potential function of an enzyme from metabolomics data, metabolites correlating to the potential 
function of the enzyme need to be detected, identified, and have statically significant changes in 
accumulation compared to controls. If one of these factors is lacking or uncertain it becomes 
difficult to use metabolite data to assign function.  The ability to zero in on the possible function 
of a putative enzyme using metabolite data was limited due to the overwhelming amount of 
changing metabolites that were detected (176 peaks changed on average/sample). Without 
consensus in the data, generating a putative function for an enzyme from metabolomics data 
becomes increasingly speculative and subjective. The majority of the metabolomics data we 
generated in this study was significantly complicated by the large amount of statistically 
significant changes in metabolite accumulation of the MA expressing cells compared to the 
controls. This was particularly problematic because the majority of the metabolites (69%) were 
not identified.  
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Trouble shooting 
Ideally we would have used single gene knockouts in MA for our metabolomics studies 
as originally planned. Expressing the gene in E. coli was not the ideal situation for several 
reasons. A major drawback of using E. coli is that the metabolic pathway the MA gene normally 
participates in may not be present in E. coli. This could lead to the lack of substrate molecules in 
the E. coli host for the MA gene to act upon. An additional concern is that the E. coli could 
maintain tight regulation of the molecules affected by the MA gene by regulating precursors and 
degrading products. A potential problem and source of error was the use of the IPTG inducible 
T7 polymerase to express the MA genes in E. coli. This expression system can produce large 
quantities of protein even with a low level of induction (Studier, 2005) and this protein 
accumulation could cause significant changes in growth rates (observed, data not shown) and in 
metabolite profiles of the cells. The protein’s expression may possibly deplete amino acid pools 
and cause potential toxic effects related to protein hyperaccumulation (Studier, 2005). The 
knockout MA mutant strains would have elevated these concerns although we then would face 
other limitations. One possible major limitation would be that we could only do metabolite 
profiling on genes that are not essential under our growth conditions. Another possible issue was 
with the timing of the sample collections. Our protocol was to induce for four hours and then 
collect the samples. However this method does not take into account that the MA expressing 
cells growth rates may change depending on the MA gene that was expressed in E. coli cells. 
These potential changes in growth rates could even cause the cells to be in different growth 
phases during collection. Collecting cells at the same growth stage, or OD, has been shown to be 
more important for controlling metabolite variation (Takahashi et al., 2008; Zech et al., 2009; 
Marcinowska et al., 2011).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of our experimental strategy 
Arrows represent the work flow as well as the information flow for determining conditions of further 
experiments and designating new gene functional annotations.  
  
Select MA genes 
Clone selected MA genes from MA strain C2A into 
pET vectors (IPTG inducible) 
Submit soluble protein to 
ligand screening via NMR 
Express in E. coli 
Purify protein 
In vitro enzyme assays 
Metabolite analysis  
Complementation studies 
Function 
Target MA genes 
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Figure 2. The NMR waterLOGSY Principle. Figure A shows when a ligand is in solution with 
a protein capable of binding it, there are two competing flows of magnetization: 1) from water to 
the free ligand and 2) from the bound water (via the protein) to the bound ligand. The two 
competing flows lead to opposite signs of NOEs, with the stronger flow determining the sign. 
Example of one dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum. Positive peaks are indicative of 
binding while negative peaks represent unbound ligand (B).  
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Figure 3. The MA biotin network. The MA biotin biosynthesis pathway with current putative 
annotations for biotin synthase (MA0154 and/or MA01489), biotin ligase (MA0676), and MA’S 
only known biotin dependent enzyme, a putative pyruvate carboxylase with subunits: 
pycA(MA0675) and pycB (MA0674). Notably, the enzymes in the pathway leading up to 
dethiobiotin (the immediate precursor of biotin) have not been annotated. In addition, there are 
two putative biotin synthase genes MA0154 and MA1489. MA0154 and MA1489 have 43% and 
39% similarity to E. coli biotin synthase. (Figure from John Orban) 
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Figure 4. Distributions of gene re-annotated results and confidence levels for the selected 
gene pool. Figure A) is a graph of the distribution of changes in functional annotation among 
selected MA genes. Graph B) displays the distribution of confidence levels of annotation within 
selected MA gene. Level 1: An exact match in the literature with an experimentally defined 
function. Level 2: Gene product contains all domains needed for enzymatic function with ≥35% 
sequence identity to a gene product of known function. Level 3: Gene product contains all 
domains needed for enzymatic function but ≤35% sequence identity to a gene product of known 
function. Level 4: Gene product has no experimental match but some domain similarities to a 
known function are recognizable. Level 5: Has no experimental match or domain similarities – 
i.e. annotated as hypothetical. (Figure from Kevin Sowers (Chen et al., 2011))  
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Figure 5. NMR-based ligand screening of MA4265, a putative isocitrate/isopropylmalate 
dehydrogenase. Part of the metabolic pathway involving isocitrate dehydrogenase 
functionality is shown at the top of the figure. The relevant section of the one-dimensional 
waterLOGSY 1H NMR spectrum is shown for each metabolite (300 μM) in the presence of 
MA4265 (30 μM) as follows: (a) citrate; (b) cis-aconitate; (c) isocitrate; (d) 2-ketoglutarate; 
(e) control spectrum of MA4265 alone. Peaks due to each compound are labeled with 
asterisks. Metabolite interaction with MA4265 is represented as positive peaks whereas 
negative peaks indicate no binding to the protein. Only isocitrate binds to MA4265 under 
the conditions used. (Chen et al., 2011).  
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Table 1. E. coli homologs of MA4265. Below are the BLASTp results representing E. coli  
homologs to the MA4265 amino acid sequence. The Keio mutants of each of these three genes; 
yeaU, leuB, and icd were selected for use in genetic complementation studies with MA4265.  
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Figure 6.  Genetic complementation results for MA4265.  E. coli strains in the BW25113 
(WT) background carrying deletion mutant alleles icd (a), leuB (b), and yeaU (c), were 
transformed with an empty control vector (EV=pET-21a) or a plasmid expressing MA4265. All 
strains were grown on M9 minimal media with glucose (or malate in plate c) as the carbon 
source, and contained 100 μg/mL ampicillin. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 hours. For 
panel (c), D-malate was substituted for glucose as the sole carbon source to examine the growth 
phenotype of yeaU, which is masked with glucose (Reed et al., 2006). d) The icd mutant strain 
carrying either the empty control vector ( icd +EV) or the MA4265-expressing vector ( icd 
+MA4265) and the parental strain (WT) empty control vector (WT+EV) or the MA4265-
expressing vector (WT+MA4265) were grown in M9 liquid media with glucose as the carbon 
source and 100 μg/mL ampicillin. Cultures were incubated at 37°C and OD600 was monitored. 
Data from the average of three replicates (± standard error) are presented (Chen et al., 2011).  
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Figure 7.  Amino acid profile for MA3520 expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. MA3520 
was expressed in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with 100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control. All amino acid amounts were determined by 
GC-MS. The average of 6 replicates (± standard error) are presented.  Statistically significant 
changes are labelled with orange markers (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 8. MA3520 Effects on E. coli Glycine and Serine Accumulation. MA3520 was 
expressed in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL 
ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG.  The control cells were grown under the 
same conditions with an empty vector control. Amino acid content determined by GC-MS. The 
bar graphs represent the average of 6 replicates (± standard error) are presented. The observed 
change in glycine was statistically significant (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 9. NMR-based ligand screening of MA3520, a putative serine 
hydroxymethyltransferase. The relevant section of the one-dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR 
spectrum is shown for each metabolite in the presence of MA3520 as follows:  glycine (gly), 
serine (ser), alanine (ala), histidine (his), and methionine(met). Metabolite interaction with 
MA3520 is represented as positive peaks whereas negative peaks indicate no binding to the 
protein.  Only glyince was positive for binding. 
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Figure 10.  Genetic complementation results for MA3520. Growth of isogenic E. coli strains 
in the BW25113 (WT) background carrying  a deletion mutant allele for glyA .The glyA mutant 
strain carrying either the empty control vector ( icd +EV) or the MA3520-expressing vector ( 
glyA+MA3520) and the parental strain (WT) empty control vector (WT+EV) were grown in M9 
liquid media with glycine as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction with 
0.1mM IPTG. Cultures were incubated at 37°C and OD600 was monitored. Data from the average 
of three replicates (± standard error) are presented.  
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Figure 11.  Example of the total polar metabolites data of  MA3520 vs EV as a volcano plot. 
This volcano plot represents the polar total metabolite profile for Z052 (MA3520) expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cell carrying the MA3520 were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media 
with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 
0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty vector control 
and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the control cells 
is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by 
GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV control are 
presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-
value<0.5).  
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Figure 12.  Example of the total polar metabolites data of  MA1272 vs EV as a volcano plot. 
This volcano plot represents the polar total metabolite profile for Z052 (MA1272) expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the MA1272 were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media 
with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 
0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty vector control 
and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the control cells 
is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by 
GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV control are 
presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-
value<0.5).  
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Table 2. Annotation status of selected and analyzed MA genes  
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ABSTRACT 
In this study we showed that Methanosarcina acetivorans was able to produce 
biotinylated pyruvate carboxylase from the biotin vitamers: 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid, 
dethiobiotin, and biotin. Furthermore the addition of exogenous biotin led to the 
hypeaccumulation of amino acids, including oxaloacetate derived aspartic acid. The pyruvate 
carboxylase and birA genes were found to be contained in a single putative birA biotin 
dependant regulated operon. Methanosarcina acetivorans cultures with no biotin vitamers 
available were unable to produce biotinylated pyruvate carboxylase, however the growth of these 
cells was not adversely affected. This demonstrated that neither biotin nor biotinylated proteins 
are required for the growth of Methanosarcina acetivorans. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Biotin (vitamin H) is a water-soluble vitamin that was originally characterized at the 
beginning of the 20th century (Wildiers, 1901; Kogl and Tonnis, 1936; Du Vigneaud and 
Melville, 1942). Biotin is covalently bound to enzymes and acts as a catalytic prosthetic group in 
carboxylation, decarboxylation, transcarboxylation reactions (KNOWLES, 1989; Nikolau et al., 
2003; Smith et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2012). Biotin is present as an essential enzyme cofactor of 
enzymes important in several metabolic processes including: anaplerosis, lipogenesis, and amino 
acid metabolism. Appropriately categorized as a vitamin, biotin is utilized by all organisms, 
though not all species have the ability to synthesize biotin de novo (Bender, 1992).   
All higher plants, most bacteria, and some fungi can synthesize biotin, while animals 
must obtain biotin from their diets. The biotin biosynthetic in genes from model organisms such 
as E. coli (Eisenberg et al., 1987; Otsuka et al., 1988), B. subtilis (GLOECKLER et al., 1990; 
FLORENTIN et al., 1994; Bower et al., 1996), S. cerevisiae (Phalip et al., 1999), and 
Arabidopsis (Schneider et al., 1989; SHELLHAMMER and MEINKE, 1990; BALDET et al., 
1993; Weaver et al., 1996; Alban et al., 2000; Picciocchi et al., 2001; Pinon et al., 2005; Muralla 
et al., 2008; Cobessi et al., 2012) are well defined, while the biotin biosynthetic pathways in the 
domain of Archaea are poorly understood. Most commonly used media used to culture Archaeal 
species contain small amounts of biotin for proper growth. Interestingly, many species of 
Archaea lack genes with significant homology to the well elucidated biotin biosynthetic genes 
(Streit and Entcheva, 2003). However the methanogenic Archaeon M. jannaschii (MJ) possesses 
a biotin biosynthetic operon that is highly similar to the one found in B. subtilis (Rodionov et al., 
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2002; Streit and Entcheva, 2003). A complete pathway, the biosynthetic gene homologs found in 
MJ are sufficient to derive biotin from the conserved precursor pimelic acid. 
Methanosarcina acetivorans has six putative biotin network genes (Methanosarcina 
Sequencing Project. Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard (www.broad.mit.edu), (Galagan et al., 
2002)).  Fig 1. shows a consensus biotin biosynthesis pathway of  known microbial biotin 
biosynthetic genes (Streit and Entcheva, 2003), along with putative annotations for biotin 
synthase (MA0154 and/or MA01489) and bioY, an ABC type biotin transporter (MA4340) 
(Rodionov et al., 2002; Guillén-Navarro et al., 2005; Hebbeln et al., 2007; Finkenwirth et al., 
2013). The other biotin networks genes are biotin ligase (MA0676), and MA’s only known biotin 
dependent enzyme, a putative pyruvate carboxylase with subunits: pycA (MA0675) and pycB 
(MA0674). Notably, the enzymes required for producing dethiobiotin (the penultimate precursor 
of biotin) have not been annotated. In addition, there are two putative biotin synthase genes 
MA0154 and MA1489. MA0154 and MA1489 have 43% and 39% similarity to E. coli biotin 
synthase and further experimental evidence was required to determine which gene(s) has actual 
biotin synthase activity. Though the biotin biosynthetic pathway appears to be incomplete, initial 
observations showed that MA does not require exogenous biotin to sustain normal growth 
(SOWERS et al., 1984).  This observation implies that MA does indeed have a complete but not 
yet described biotin biosynthetic pathway or a novel situation in which MA does not require 
biotin to survive.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Identification of biotin network gene homologs in MA 
In preparation for target gene selection for aconcurrent study, the functional annotations 
were manually updated for over 700 of the 4524 predicted genes in the MA genome. This was 
performed by transferring many of the recently revised manual annotations in the closely related 
species M. burtonii (Allen et al., 2009) to homologous genes in MA. Biotin biosynthetic genes 
were targeted among the 700 selected (Chen et al., 2011) (see chapter III).  Also, a thorough 
literature search was conducted for published data that experimentally confirms the functionality 
of MA genes and closely related orthologs in other species (Chen et al., 2011).  In addition, 
BLASTp searches (National Center for Biotechnology Information BLASTp 
blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi, (Altschul et al., 1990; Johnson et al., 2008) were conducted 
searching the MA genome database (taxid:2214) using known biotin network genes as query 
sequences. The known biotin biosynthetic genes sequences were from the model organisms: E. 
coli (Eisenberg et al., 1987; Otsuka et al., 1988), B. subtilis (GLOECKLER et al., 1990; 
FLORENTIN et al., 1994; Bower et al., 1996), S. cerevisiae (Phalip et al., 1999), and 
Arabidopsis (Schneider et al., 1989; SHELLHAMMER and MEINKE, 1990; BALDET et al., 
1993; Weaver et al., 1996; Alban et al., 2000; Picciocchi et al., 2001; Pinon et al., 2005; Muralla 
et al., 2008; Cobessi et al., 2012) (data not shown) 
MA growth conditions 
MA cells were grown in Marine media (cite with 80:20 nitrogen gas: carbon dioxide) 
containing 0.25g/L Na2S, 100mM trimethylamine, trace minerals and vitamins (WOLIN et al., 
1963), 50mM proline, either 8.0pM biotin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), or 1.0mg/L avidin 
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from egg white (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), or 20pM KAPA (Cayman, Ann Arbor, MI), 
DAPA, or Pimelic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), or dethiobiotin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 
Louis, MO).  The growth of 10mL cultures was monitored at 550nm with 3 to 12 three replicates 
for each time point.                                                   
Vitamer dependent biotinylation of pyruvate carboxylase subunit B                                     
MA cultures were incubated for 48 hours in the presents of biotin a singal biotin 
vitamers. The biotinylation status of pyruvate carboxylase subunit B was detected using 
streptavidin-HRP, avidin with no biotin vitamers (-), pimelic acid (PA), 7-keto-8-
aminopelargonic acid (KAPA), 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA), dethiobiotin (BTB) and 
biotin. and subsequently stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue or subjected to western blot 
analysis. Western blots were incubated with 0.2µg/mL of streptavidin-HRP (GE Health UK 
Limited, Buckinghampshire,UK)  and detection achieved by chemilumninescence with ELC 
western blotting reagents (GE Healthcare Bio-science Corporation, Piscataway, NJ). Western 
blots were imaged with a ChemiDoc XRS+ imaging system and images were analyzed with 
Image Lab Software (Hercules, CA) to quantify abundances. 
One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum candidate BirA MA0676 
WaterLOGSY (Dalvit et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2011) experiments were conducted with 
purified  MA0676, purification as previously described (Chen et al., 2011). 1 µM  up to 500 µM 
of the potential substrates: biotin, ATP, lysine and biotinyl-lysine were used The waterLOGSY 
experiments were conducted as describes previously (Chen et al., 2011). 
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Western blot analysis 
Antibodies were created using purified proteins isolated as previously described (Chen et 
al., 2011). Purified protein samples were submitted to the Hybridoma Facility of the Iowa State 
University Office of Biotechnology for the generation of polyclonal antibodies in mice. Sera 
specific to the birA, pycA, and pycB proteins were generated. These antibodies were used for the 
western blot detection of native birA, pycA, and pycB. Protein was extracted from cell pellets of 
cells at mid-log growth stage.  Western blot analysis was performed on the biotin - and biotin + 
protein extracts. Detection was achieved by goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-HRP conjugate (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA) using chemilumninescence with ELC western blotting reagents (GE 
Healthcare Bio-science Corporation, Piscataway, NJ). Western blots were imaged with a 
ChemiDoc XRS+ imaging system and images were analyzed with Image Lab Software 
(Hercules, CA) to quantify abundances. 
Real-time RT-PCR transcriptional analysis  
RNA was extracted using the Aurum Total RNA Mini Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and 
then quantified using NanoDrop ND-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and the 
quality was observed via agarose gel electrophoresis. RNA was then treated with DNase I 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to remove genomic DNA contamination and Superscript First-Strand 
synthesis system (III) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used to produce cDNA. The probes and 
primers used in the real-time experiments were obtained from Integrated DNA Technology. 
TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) was used for all of 
the real-time experiments using the standard conditions provided in the user manual. Real-time 
PCR experiments were performed using a StepOnePlus system (Applied Biosystems, Foster 
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City, CA) at Iowa State University DNA Facility and results were analyzed using the 
instrument’s supporting software. 
Metabolite analysis 
Cell pellets were lyophilized overnight and dry masses were recorded (4-10mg). All 
reagents  for metabolite analysis were from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO unless stated 
differently. 25µL of ribitol was added as an internal standard (0.6 mg/mL in dry-pyridine) as 
well as 25µL of C19 fatty acid as internal standard (0.6 mg/mL in chloroform) was added to the 
cell pellets. 0.35mL hot methanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) (60°C) was added, 
mixed, and immediately incubated at 60°C for 10 minutes. Samples were then vortexed 10 sec 
and put in sonicating water bath for 10 minutes. 0.35mL of chloroform was added and mixed by 
vortexing for 2 minutes. 0.3mL HPLC grade water was added and vortexed 2 minutes. Phases 
were separated by centrifuge, 5 minutes at 13000G. The upper layer (polar) and lower layer 
(non-polar) were separated then derivatized and analyzed separately. Derivatization was adapted 
from (Koek et al., 2006). 200-400µl polar/non-polar extracts were dried under nitrogen gas. 50µl 
methoxyamine (20mg/mL in pyridine) was added and was incubated at 30°C while shaking, 1.5 
hours. 70µl of bis-trimethyl silyl trifluoroacetamide with 1% trimethylchlorosilane (BSTFA+1% 
TMCS) was then added (TMS derivatization reagent) and incubated at 37°C for 30 minuites.  
Samples were then submitted to GC-MS (gas chromatography–mass spectrometry) analysis. The 
following GC-MS method was used for the total metabolite GC-MS analysis. All GC-MS data 
was captured using an Agilent Technologies Model 7890A Gas Chromatograph with an Agilent 
19091S-433: 1926.58224 HP-5MS  5% Phenyl Methyl Siloxane column -60 °C—325 °C (325 
°C): 30 m x 250 µm x 0.25 µm column coupled to a Model 5975C mass selective detector with 
electrical ionization (EI). The GC-MS system was control by and the data collected with 
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ChemStation software (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  This GC-MS system was made 
available by the Office of Biotechnology W.M. Keck Metabolomics Research Laboratory, Iowa 
State University. The injection port temperature was 280°C with a splitless mode. He was the 
carrier gas at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min.  The GC oven temperature ramp procedures were as 
follows: temperature set to 80 °C and held for 2 minutes, ramp #1 8°C/min to 260°C, hold 5 
minutes, ramp #2 10°C/min to 320°C, hold 20 minutes. MS conditions were as follows: ion 
source, 200°C; electron energy, 70eV; quadrupole temperature, 150°C; GC-MS interface zone, 
280°C; scan range, 50-550 mass units, a 3.7 minute solvent delay was used. Data was analyzed 
using AMDIS (Automated Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification System; 
http://chemdata.nist.gov/mass-spc/amdis/) software, with data interpretation from NIST08 library 
and quantification with MET-IDEA (Broeckling et al., 2006). The NIST 08 MS Library and 
AMDIS were provided by National Institute of Standards and Technology (www.nist.gov) and 
MET-IDEA software was obtained from the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation (Ardmore, OK). 
Computation identification of the MA biotin network 
We searched the MA genome for homologs of known E. coli, Arabidopsis, S. cerevisiae, 
and B. subtilis biotin biosynthetic genes (BLASTp). MA biotin network genes were also 
identified as previously described (Chen et al., 2011).  Sequences from Methanosarcina barkeri 
and Methanosarcina mazei were used as query sequences to identify putative BirA binding DNA 
sequences sites (Rodionov et al., 2002).  
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RESULTS 
Vitamer dependent biotinylation of pyruvate carboxylase subunit B 
In order to understand the biotin biosynthetic capabilities of MA and the specific biotin 
precursors MA is capable of utilizing, an exogenous feeding study was conducted.  The 
biotinylation status of pyruvate carboxylase subunit B was monitored (Fig. 2) to indicate ability 
of MA to form biotin from its known precursors.  The negative controls were cultures grown 
containing the biotin scavenging protein avidin, with no added biotin vitamers. These conditions 
did not lead to any detectable biotinylation. The addition pimelic acid or 7-keto-8-
aminopelargonic acid (KAPA), also did not facilitate biotinylation,while 7,8-diaminopelargonic 
acid (DAPA), dethiobiotin (BTB) and biotin all led to observable biotinylation. 
One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum candidate BirA MA0676 
WaterLOGSY (water-Ligand Observed via Gradient Spectroscopy), relies on competing 
flows of magnetization which lead to binding manifested as positive peaks and non-binding 
manifested as negative peaks (Dalvit et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2011). WaterLOGSY 
1
H NMR 
experiments were used to test candidate substrates of birA MA0676.  Purified recombinant 
MA0676 shows positive signal indicating binding of biotin (Fig. 3). Addition of ATP causes a 
notable change in the signal, most likely due to the formation of biotinyl-AMP. Moreover, the 
addition of a substrate mimic, lysine, leads to negative biotin signals, consistent with the 
formation of a dissociated biotinyl-lysine product. Note that control experiments showed that 
lysine alone does not displace biotin, which could be an alternative explanation of the binding 
data. Also, a biotinyl-lysine (biocytin) standard did not bind to MA0676 (data not shown). 
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Growth of MA with and without biotin 
The growth curves in Figure 4 show the growth of MA cultures with and without biotin.  
After 24 hours of incubation, the growth of the biotin containing cultures began to slow and 
lagged behind the biotin depleted cultures, leading to a reduction of 0.25 OD550 by 48 hours 
incubation; this reduction was maintained into stationary phase. Samples from the cultures, 
whose growth was represented in Figure 4, were collected at 24, 48, and 72 hours and were used 
for subsequent qRT-PCR, western, and metabolomics analysis. 
Expression of MA pyruvate carboxylase subunits and birA with and without biotin 
Quantitative RT-PCR was used to determine the expression levels of pyruvate 
carboxylase subunits and birA at three different growth time points: 24, 48, and 72 hours of 
incubation (Fig. 5A).  The MA0674 (pycB), MA0675 (pycA), and MA0676 (birA) which are 
predicted to be members of a single operon, followed a very similar expression pattern. At 24 
hours of growth, the expression level of all three transcripts are elevated in the biotin depleted 
cultures 12 to 20 fold, later on at 48 and 72 hours the transcripts levels returned to back to near 
the biotin containing cultures’ levels. Western blot comparison of pyruvate carboxylase subunits 
and birA of MA with and without biotin showed (Fig. 5B) that all three proteins were 
hyperaccumulated under biotin depleted conditions (increases estimate at ~10 fold, data not 
shown). The increased pyruvate carboxylase subunit accumulation at the protein level echoes the 
qRT-PCR results. Although there was significantly more pycB protein in the biotin depleted 
cultures there was no detectable biotinylated pycB, in contrast, inthe biotin containing cultures 
the pycB was clearly biotinylated. 
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BirA binding sequence homology  
The putative birA DNA binding sites in the MA genome were identified by their 
homology to Methanosarcina barkeri (MBA) and Methanosarcina mazei (MMZ) identified 
previously by their homology to other known birA sites (Rodionov et al., 2002). Two birA DNA 
binding sites were found in the MA genome. One site is located in the operator region of the 
pycA–pycB–birA operon and the other is located in the putative operator region of the putative 
ABC transporter bioY–cbiO–cbiO–cbiQ operon (Table 1). The MA birA DNA binding sites are 
identical to those found in MMZ. 
 
Non-targeted metabolite profiling  
Total metabolite profiling revealed that MA cells grown in media containing biotin 
accumulated higher amounts of 85 detected metabolites (indicated by p-values <0.5), in contrast 
only 8 detected metabolites were found to be reduced in the biotin containing cultures (Fig. 7). 
Several of the hyperaccumulated metabolites were identified as amino acids. These amino acids 
included aspartic acid which exhibited a 5 fold increase and a 7 fold increase in alanine along 
with increases in serine, glycine, glutamine, and β-alanine (Fig. 7). While an amino acid, 
asparagines, was among the 8 metabolites reduced in the biotin containing cells. 
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DISCUSSION 
We were able to establish that MA has the capacity to synthesize biotin from the vitamers 
DAPA and dethiobiotin through an exogenous feeding study. This result was notable because 
MA lacks genes with significant homology to known dethiobiotin synthetase genes found in 
other organisms. While the other biotin vitamers KAPA and pimelic acids failed to be converted 
into biotin by MA under the conditions tested. This negative result may not be indicative of MA 
lacking the proper enzymatic activity to process these vitamers to biotin, as the MA cells may 
lack uptake mechanisms for KAPA and pimelic acid and/or the proper enzymes may not be 
expressed under the conditions tested. There were initially two biotin synthase homologs found 
in MA, MA0154 and MA01489. MA0154 is now known to be involved in pyrrolysine 
biosynthesis and is located in pyrrolysine biosynthesis operon region in MA’s genome 
(Longstaff et al., 2007).  Additionally MA0154 did not bind dethiobiotin or biotin in 
waterLOGSY experiments(Chen et al., 2011) (Sp Fig. 3),while MA1489 displayed binding of 
dethiobiotin in waterLOGSY experiments (Sp Fig. 2). As a result MA1489 is the leading 
candidate for the biotin synthase activity in MA. MA3250 is the only gene with significant 
sequence homology to known dethiobiotin synthetases that catalyze the formation of DAPA to 
dethiobiotin. MA3250 is annotated as a cobyric acid synthase gene (Methanosarcina Sequencing 
Project. Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard (www.broad.mit.edu), (Galagan et al., 2002)). 
Cobyric aicd sythases are amidotransferases that catalyze the formation of amide groups on four 
different locations of a signal substrate. Cobyric acid synthase genes are known to have a N-
terminal domain that is homologous to known dethiobiotin synthetases and in 
phosphotransacetylases. The active sites among these enzymes are thought to be remarkably 
similar (Galperin and Grishin, 2000; Endrizzi et al., 2004).  MA3250 NMR waterLOGSY 
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substrate binding experiments indicated the positive binding of DAPA to MA3250 protein (Sp 
Fig. 1). This substrate binding and the presence of the N-terminal domain similar to the domain 
found in dethiobiotin synthetases may indicate the MA3250 may be a dual functional enzyme or 
the binding could be nonspecific and the domain homology may be indicative of a common 
mechanism or mode of binding that cobyric acid synthases and dethiobiotin synthase share rather 
than actual dual enzyme function. 
The birA homolog MA0676, contains both a predicted biotin ligase domain as well as a 
putative DNA binding domain (Rodionov et al., 2002). Not all BirA orthologs possess the N-
terminal DNA-binding domain with the HTH motif (D-b-BirA). The presence of D-b-BirA in a 
genome coincides with the presence of potential BirA DNA binding sites existing upstream of 
biotin-related genes (Rodionov et al., 2002). When MA0676 was submitted to waterLOGSY 
NMR experiments, MA0676 showed binding with biotin and the binding NMR profile was 
shifted by the second substrate, ATP, possibly indicating the formation of biotin-‘5-AMP 
intermediate. When in the substrate analog, lysine was presented in combination with biotin and 
ATP, the bind signal was lost. Perhaps the MA0676 was able to catalyze the formation of 
biocytin, causing the release of this product and the loss of binding signals. When taken together, 
the substrate binding profile of MA0676 was indicative of biotin ligase activity. The pycB, 
pycA, and birA which were predicted to be members of a single operon (Mukhopadhyay et al., 
2001), followed a very similar expression pattern. At 24 hours of growth the expression level of 
all three transcripts were elevated in the biotin depleted cells and protein levels of  pycB, pycA, 
and birA  were all three hyperaccumulated under biotin depleted conditions. The pycB subunit 
was only biotinylated in the biotin containing cells. Although there was significantly more pycB 
protein in the biotin depleted cultures, there was no detectable biotinylated pycB. The expression 
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of these genes matches the regulation of birA of biotin synthetic genes in E. coli. The birA 
protein monitors the biotinylation status of the biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP) an acetyl-
coA carboxylase subunit and reduces the expression of biotin biosynthetic genes once the BCCP 
protein is biotinylated and no longer a sink for biotin-5’-AMP (Beckett, 2007).  In the case of the 
MA birA regulated operons, the biotin carrier protein is pycB. Once pycB is biotinylated it 
would no longer act as a sink for birA bond biotin-5’-AMP (Fig. 6).  The concentration of birA 
bond to biotin-5’-AMP would then build up and this induces the formation homo-dimer 
complexes of birA bond to biotin-5’-AMP. The homo-dimers of birA bond to biotin-5’-AMP are 
the regulatory active form of birA. These dimers bind to the birA DNA binding sites (bioO) 
thereby inhibiting transcription of the genes contained in these operons (Beckett, 2007).  The key 
difference in MA is that the birA gene itself appears to be under its own regulation as part of an 
operon that has a bioO, birA DNA binding site. In fact we located two birA DNA binding sites in 
MA, one with the pycA, pycB, birA genes (Fig. 6) and the other in the operator region of the 
biotin uptake gene, bioY. This places biotin uptake, pyruvate carboxylase, and biotin ligase 
activities under the regulation of birA. 
The appearance of a measurable growth defect in MA cultures with the addition of biotin 
was unexpected. The biological relevance of this result in MA’s natural environments is unclear, 
as this study was only conducted with synthetic marine media. The cause of this growth defect is 
likely a result of unbalanced growth caused by the hyperaccumulation pyruvate carboxylase 
produced OAA derived and secondarily derived metabolites (Fig. 8). OAA regenerates the 
carbon backbone of the anabolic biosynthesis focused TCA cycle in MA. This allows the 
potential for secondary pathways to have access to an increased amount in TCA intermediates. 
This is supported by the significant number of metabolites (85 polar) that were hyper 
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accumulated in the biotin containing cultures. One major direct derivative of OAA is aspartic 
acid, produced via aspartate aminotransferase (Tomita et al., 2014). In fact aspartic acid was 
increased to 5-fold of the biotin depleted culture level.  Aspartic acid, in addition to being a 
proteinogenic amino acid, is also an intermediate and precursor in several other pathways 
(Mukhopadhyay et al., 2001; Tomita et al., 2014).  A direct product of aspartic acid is amino acid 
β-alanine, produced via aspartate-decarboxylase, and it was also increased by 6-fold in the biotin 
containing cultures. Potentially the biotinylated and active pyruvate carboxylase may lead to the 
funneling of carbon from anaerobic respiration and methane metabolism, and other anabolic 
pathways, to OAA mediated anabolic biosynthesis pathways and their intermediates and 
products. This metabolic shift could have led to unbalanced growth and the growth phenotype 
observed with the cultures incubated in the synthetic marine media with biotin. 
The question arises that if biotin is a vitamin that has been shown to be required without 
exception in previously studied organisms (Schneider et al., 1989; Bender, 1992; Cobessi et al., 
2012), how is MA able to thrive without it? The answer is twofold. First, because MA uses 
iosprenoid based membrane lipids, not fatty acids, and consequently there is no biotin dependent 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase homolog found in MA. Acetyl-CoA carboxylase is normally required 
for fatty acid production in other organisms (Bailey et al., 1995; Ke et al., 2000; Rodríguez et al., 
2001; Kode et al., 2005; Kurth et al., 2009). Second, there is likely a biotin independent pyruvate 
carboxylase bypass pathway in MA (Fig. 8). The combination of phosphoenolpyruvate synthase 
and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase enzymes can form OAA from pyruvate with 
phosphoenolpyruvate as an intermediate (Galagan et al., 2002; Ettema et al., 2004). 
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Figure 1. Biotin biosynthetic pathway  
Displayed is the combined gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial biotin biosynthetic 
pathway, with MA genes label in red. Biotin biosynthetic pathways from plants, fungi, and 
Achaea are also thought to contain the last five compounds in the pathway. (Figure adapted from 
W. R. Streit and P. Entcheva, 2003) 
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Figure 2. Vitamer Dependant Biotinylation of Pyruvate Carboxylase Subunit B. 
The biotinylation status of pyruvate carboxylase subunit B. detected using streptavidin-HRP, 
avidin with no biotin vitamers (-), pimelic acid (PA), 7-keto-8-aminopelargonic acid (KAPA), 
7,8-diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA) , dethiobiotin  (DTB), and biotin.  
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Figure 3. One Dimensional waterLOGSY 1H NMR Spectrum Candidate BirA MA0676. 
One dimensional waterLOGSY 1H NMR spectrum was used to test candidate substrates of BirA 
MA0676. When biotin is added to purified recombinant MA0676 a positive signal is observed 
indicating binding.  The reference spectrum is a biotin spectrum that is inverted to show a 
positive binding control spectrum (a). The following conditions were tested:  biotin with 
MA0676 protein (b), biotin and ATP with MA0676 protein (c), and biotin, ATP, lysine with 
MA0676 (d) (Figure from John Orban). 
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Figure 4. Growth of MA cultures in +/- biotin conditions 
MA cells were grown in Marine synthetic media containing either 8.0pM biotin, or 1.0mg/L 
avidin. The growth of 10mL cultures was monitored at 550nm absorbance for 72 hours. 
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Table 1. BirA Binding Sequence Homology  
 
Shown above are the known E.coli birA binding site and operon along with the homologous 
putative birA binding sites found in and the associated genes forming candidate operons found in 
Methanosarcina . Methanosarcina barkeri (MBA) and Methanosarcina mazei (MMZ). $ denotes 
the location birA binding sites. The number inside the parenthesis (#) indicates the number of 
base pairs in-between the two sections of the binding sites. 
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Figure  6. Diagram of  Novel  birA Self  Regulation 
Proposed MA birA mediated biotin ligation and gene regulation pathway based on the 
homologous pathway found in E. coli  (Adapted from Beckett, 2007).  In the presence of biotin, 
if apoPYCB is present in significant quantities, the unrepressed bioO state is preferred, while 
once the apoPYCB is depleted, the repressed state is favored. 
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Figure 7.  Volcano Plot of Polar Metabolites  
This plot distributes the detected metabolites by relative fold changes and by statistical 
significance. Metabolites above the orange shaded box are considered to have statistically 
significantly changed (p-value<0.05) between the biotin + and biotin - conditions.  Data points 
and the right side of the  y-axis are elevated in the biotin + condition, while molecules on the left 
side of the y-axis are  reduced in the biotin + condition.  
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Figure 8.  Putative Metabolic Map Showing Affects of Pyruvate Carboxylase Activity  
Red arrows indicate metabolite changes in the biotin containing MA cultures. 
Abv.      Enzyme  name, MA gene number 
pyC:      pyruvate carboxylase MA0674, MA0675 
ACDS:  acetyl-CoA decarbonylase/synthase MA1011, MA1012, MA1014 MA3862, MA3864, 
MA3865 
pyOR:    pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase MA0031, MA0032, Ma0033, MA0034, MA2407 
pps:        phosphoenolpyruvate synthase MA2458, MA2667, MA3408 
AAT:     aspartate aminotransferase MA0636, MA1385, MA1819 
asdA:     L-aspartate 4-carboxy-lyase ? 
ADC:     aspartate-decarboxylase  MA1949 
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(Figure 8. Continued) 
Alt:        Alanine transaminase ? 
CO2:      maybe from bicarbonate 
H2N-R   maybe on glutamate and donated to alpha keto gluterate  
PEPC    Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase MA2690 
Gene annotations assisted by KEGG (Kanehisa Laboratories, JP: Kanehisa, M.; "Post-genome 
Informatics", Oxford University Press (2000).) http://www.genome.jp/kegg-
bin/show_pathway?mac00680 
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Supplemental Table 1. Primers and probes used in this study  
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Supplemental Figure 1. One Dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR Spectrum Candidate 
DTB synthase MA3250 
One dimensional waterLOGSY 1H NMR spectrum was used to test candidate substrates of the 
candidate DTB synthase MA3250.  A positive signal indicates binding.  MA3250 protein was 
evaluated under the following conditions: MA3250 only with no biotin vitamers, pimelic acid, 7-
keto-8-aminopelargonic acid (KAPA), 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA), dethiobiotin, and 
biotin. Only DAPA had a spectrum indicating binding. (Figure from John Orban)  
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Supplemental Figure 2. One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum candidate  
biotin synthase MA1489  
One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum was used to test candidate substrates of the 
candidate biotin synthase MA1489.  A positive signal indicates binding. MA1489 protein was 
evaluated under the following conditions: MA1489  only with no biotin vitamers, pimelic acid 
(pimelate), 7-keto-8-aminopelargonic acid (KAPA), 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA), 
dethiobiotin, and biotin . Biotin and dethiobiotin have spectra indicating binding. (Figure from 
John Orban) 
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Supplemental Figure 3. One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum candidate  
biotin synthase MA0154  
One dimensional waterLOGSY 
1
H NMR spectrum was used to test candidate substrates of the 
candidate biotin synthase MA0154. A positive signal indicates binding. MA0154 protein was 
evaluated under the following conditions: MA0154 with dethiobiotin, or MA0154 with biotin. 
Biotin and dethiobiotin had spectra indicating no detectable binding under these conditions 
(Figure from John Orban). 
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CHAPTER V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Metabolomics studies of ΔfabH  (KASII) assisted in the development of the hypothesis that fabF  
(KASII) was involved in the survival of ΔfabH E. coli cells. This hypothesis was tested by generating and 
evaluating ΔfabF/ ΔfabH  double mutants. Through the studies of the ΔfabF/ ΔfabH  double mutant,  it 
was revealed that the KASI, fabB gene was able to support E. coli cell growth as the sole KAS enzyme 
present. Additionally it was determined that fabF is responsible for the hyper-accumulation of cis-
vaccenic acid observed in ΔfabH  mutants. 
The second study focused on a functional genomics effort to develop a gene-function 
annotation method based on metabolomics and NMR ligand binding assays. This study had 
mixed results. The metabolomics effort in this study was met with great technical hurdles. Only 
in a single case (MA3250) was metabolomics useful in annotating a gene’s functions. While the 
NMR substrate binding assays were able to provide useful data for more accurate gene functional 
annotations in more than 10% of the genes examined. 
 The third study presented was an in depth study of the biotin network of Methanosarcina 
acetivorans, where metabolic changes associated with the presence and absence of biotin in 
Methanosarcina acetivorans cultures were investigated. In this study metabolomics studies were 
able to detect metabolic changes that were associated with the presents or absence of biotin. In 
this study it was also revealed that MA does not require biotin or any detectable biotinylated 
protein to survive.  
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APPENDIX 
This appendix presents the individual figures from the metabolomics data described in 
chapter 3. Both total metabolite and amino acid data are presented. Methods are on pages 68-71 
and discussion on pages 77. 
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Figure 1.  The total metabolite data of MA0589 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 2.  The total metabolite data of MA2489 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 3.  The total metabolite data of MA2715 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 4.  The total metabolite data of MA3994 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 5.  The total metabolite data of MA2859 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 6.  The total metabolite data of MA3520 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 7.  The total metabolite data of MA0589 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 8.  The total metabolite data of MA0674 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 9.  The total metabolite data of MA4460 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 11.  The total metabolite data of MA3751 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 12.  The total metabolite data of MA589 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 13.  The total metabolite data of MA4459 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 14.  The total metabolite data of MA3734 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 15.  The total metabolite data of MA1491 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 16.  The total metabolite data of MA3342 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 17.  The total metabolite data of MA3994 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 18.  The total metabolite data of MA0202 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 19.  The total metabolite data of MA4460 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 20.  The total metabolite data of MA0677 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 21.  The total metabolite data of MA1272 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 22.  The total metabolite data of MA#### vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the 
specified MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene 
were grown in MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 
μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is 
compared to the content of an empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the 
p-value between the MA gene and the control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-
coordinate. All metabolite amounts were determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 
replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically 
significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5). 
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Figure 23.  The total metabolite data of MA0106 vs EV as volcano plots. 
These volcano plots represent the non-polar (A) and polar (B) total metabolite profile for the specified 
MA gene expressed in Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA gene were grown in 
MOPS minimal liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and 
induction for 4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an 
empty vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV (empty 
vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the orange shaded bar. 
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Table 1. Amino acid abbreviations 
Compound Name Abbreviation 
α-aminobutyric acid AABA 
Allo-Isoleucine aILE 
L-Alanine ALA 
Alpha-aminopimelic acid_P APA 
L-Asparagine ASN 
L-Aspartic acid ASP 
Beta-Aminoisobutyric acid BAIB 
L-Cystine C-C 
Cystathionine CHT 
Glutamine_P GLN 
L-Glutamic acid GLU 
Glycine GLY 
Glycine-Proline GPR 
L-Histidine HIS 
Hydroxylysine HYL 
4-Hydroxyproline HYP 
L-Isoleucine ILE 
L-Leucine LEU 
L-Lysine LYS 
L-Methionine MET 
L-Ornithine ORN 
L-Phenylalanine PHE 
Proline-hydroxyproline PHP 
L-Proline PRO 
Thioproline PRS 
Sarcosine SAR 
L-Serine SER 
L-Threonine THR 
L-Tryptophan TRP 
L-Tyrosine TYR 
L-alpha-Aminoadipic acid UN1 
L-valine VAL  
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Figure 24.  The amino acid quantification data of MA0202, MA2489, MA4264 vs EV as 
volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 25.  The amino acid quantification data of MA3520, MA3994, MA0246, and 
MA4460 vs EV as volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 26.  The amino acid quantification data of MA3751, MA4459, and MA2715 vs EV as 
volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 27.  The amino acid quantification data of MA2489, MA3734, and MA1491, and 
MA0589 vs EV as volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 28.  The amino acid quantification data of MA3242, MA1272, and MA3342, and 
MA0202 vs EV as volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
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Figure 29.  The amino acid quantification data of MA0677, MA4460, and MA1615, and 
MA0106 vs EV as volcano plots. 
This volcano plot represents the amino acid profiles for the specified MA genes expressed in 
Rosetta 2.0 E. coli cells. Cells carrying the specified MA genes were grown in MOPS minimal 
liquid media with glucose as the sole carbon source with100 μg/mL ampicillin and induction for 
4 hours with 0.1mM IPTG. The log2 ratio of these cells is compared to the content of an empty 
vector control and displayed as the x-coordinate, while the p-value between the MA gene and the 
control cells is  presented in a -Log10 format as the y-coordinate. All metabolite amounts were 
determined by GC-MS. The data from average of 6 replicates of each MA gene and the EV 
(empty vector) control are presented.  Statistically significant changes are located above the 
orange shaded bar (p-value<0.5).  
 
 
 
 
